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OR FOUND:
Search for missing journalist nears end; PAGE 6

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
President Lecture
Professor Chery and Jim
Keen will visit campus
tomorrow to speak on the
theme of "Leading Lives of
Commitment in a Complex
World" as part of President
Sidney Ribeau's annual lecture series.
The lecture will begin at 3
p.m. in the BowenThompson Student Union
Theater and will be followed
by a book signing.
The Keens' book describes
a study of more than 100
people who have devoted
their lives to the common
good. It reveals how people
are committed to the common good and understand
themselves as part of the
world. It also talks about the
relationships, opportunities,
institutions, and habits of
mind that can help sustain
them during changing times.
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independent student press

PUDDING SWIM
By usa Berbngw
THE BG NE*S

Ugets
the blues
By Lisa Bettmjer
THE BG NEDS

Blues musician Bobby Smith
has made an impact both in
the local music scene and on
the national music scene.
Today, students in Matt
Donahues Introduction to
Popular Culture classes will be
exposed to the blues when
Smith speaks to them this
afternoon.
"What I'm trying to bring
about is awareness of blues
music," Donahue, an instructor in the popular culture
department, said. Donahue
also said that he wanted to
bring awareness not only to the
national blues scene but to the
regional scene as well
Donahue said that Smith's
BLUES, PAGE 2
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PLAYING IN PUDDING: Members of the University community swam in pudding last night at the Founders-Keepers Food Court in
Founders Quadrangle. The event was sponsored by Pepsi and University Dining Services. The winners received a Play Station. There
were eight winners.

Airlines lost
$15 billion
After the terrorist
attacks, airlines may
have suffered record
losses for 2001.
By Clare Nuts
THE ASSOCIATED

RESS

GENEVA — The world's airlines may have lost a record $15
billion last year, largely as a
result of the terrorist attacks on
the United States, an industry
spokesman said Tuesday.
The
International
Air
Transport Industry Association
reported that passenger traffic
on international scheduled services fell by 4 percent in 2001,
the first decline since the 1991
Gulf War caused jitters.
For the month of December,
international passenger traffic
was down 12 percent from the
previous year and freight traffic
was 10 percent lower, I AT A said
in its report It gave percentages
but not the overall numbers.
IATA's calculations do not
include domestic travel. U.S.
domestic travel, which normally accounts for between 30 percent and 40 percent of all air
travel was hit the hardest by the
Sept 11 attacks.
The decline in passenger and
freight traffic could mean losses
of $10 billion on international
services and an additional $5

www.bgnews.com
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billion on domestic U.S. operations, IATA spokesman Tim
Goodyear said.
"We could be talking about
worldwide losses of $15 billion,
which is an utter disaster," said
Goodyear. He said the amount
was equal to the losses over a
four-year period after the Gulf
War.
Goodyear said that despite
the gloom, there was room for
cautious optimism. The fall in
December traffic was far less
than in October and November,
and industry surveys indicated
business travel would likely
pick up again, he said.
"The next few months will be
critical as to whether or not our
recovery timetable is applicable," Goodyear said. It took
about seven months for air traffic to return to normal after the
GulfWar, and IATA believes traffic may rise again around May,
he said.
"We hope this will be the case
but have no way of telling at the
moment that it will come
about" he said.
North American airlines were
hit hardest by the drop in international travel, followed by
European ones. Asian earners
suffered badly on trans-Pacific
routes after Sept 11 but have
LOSSES, PAGE 2

For most of us, pudding is
either a dessert or a snack. For
others, pudding is what stood
between
them
and
a
Playstation.
Last night at Founder's
Keepers food court, the final
round of the "Pepsi in the
Puddin' "promotion was held.
Each dining center collected
entries. Those who were chosen
got the chance to hop into a kiddie pool filled with pudding
Contestants went looking for
numbered Pepsi bottle caps.
From there, random numbers
were chosen from a drawing to
determine the final winners.
The event was sponsored by
Pepsi and University Dining
Services.
Courtney Altenburg was
there to cheer on her father
Michael "He wants it," she said
of the Playstation 2 prize. "He's
really excited. I think it's fantastic Ifs about time he swam in
pudding"
"It's really cold," Altenburg
said as he stepped into the shallow pooL As he emerged with
his bottle cap, he announced to
the crowd, "Stick around. There
is free pudding afterwards."
lason Marsh, student manager for Dining Services, was the
one who came up with the idea
"I just brainstormed for a bunch
of ideas. This was the most fun."
For Marsh, one of the surprises was the audience turnout "I
didn't expect this many spectators," he said.
The crowd was crammed into
parts of the food court There
were cameras and camcorders
documenting the action.
Spectators shouted everything
from words of encouragement
to, "Pudding causes shrinkage"
For those who took part, wading through the pudding was
worth the effort, despite the
temperature of the dessert. "It
was cold. It's freezing cold." said
PUDDING, PAGE 2

"Americans who love their country do not dedicate themselves to killing Americans."
JOHN ASHCROFT. ATTORNEY GENERAL

Lindh accused often counts
By Larry Harps*

The indictment said that in
May or June last year, Lindh
ALEXANDRIA, Va — A federal agreed to attend an al-Qaida
grand jury indicted lohn Walker training camp "knowing that
Lindh on 10 charges Tuesday, America and its citizens were the
alleging he was trained by enemies of bin Laden and alOsama bin Laden's network and Qaida and that a principal purthen conspired with the Taliban pose of al-Qaida was to fight and
to kill Americans His lawyers kill Americans"
pleaded for his release until trial.
After the Sept 11 attacks, the
The indictment also accused indictment said, Lindh remained
Lindh of conspiring to provide with his fighting group "despite
support to terrorist organiza- having been told that bin Laden
tions, including al-Qaida, sup- had ordered the attacks, that
plying services to the Taliban, additional terrorist attacks were
and possessing weapons during planned and that additional alviolent crimes. Lindh could face Qaida personnel were being sent
several life prison terms if con- from training camps to the front
victed.
lines to protect bin Laden and
"John Walker Lindh chose to defend against an anticipated
train with al-Qaida, chose to fight military response from the
with the Taliban, chose to be led United States."
by Osama bin Laden," said
Ashcroft sought to address
Attorney General John Ashcroft charges by Lindh's lawyers that
"The reasons for his choices may his confessions were improperly
never be fully known to us, but obtained, and that his civil rights
the fact of these choices is clear.
had been violated.
"Americans who love their
"At each step in this process,"
country do not dedicate them- he said, "Walker Lindh's rights,
selves to killing Americans," including his rights not to
Ashcroft
told
a
lustice incriminate himself and to be
Department news conference represented by counsel, have
called to announce the charges.
been carefully, scrupulously
The indictment supersedes a honored."
criminal complaint that was
Asked if the government conbased on statements Lindh sidered asking the grand jury to
made to the FBI in Afghanistan charge Lindh with treason, U.S.
Attorney Paul J. McNultysaid, "As
in December.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

far as other charges, we have the
opportunity or right to have a
superseding indictment if the
evidence justifies that"
Earlier Tuesday, lawyers for
Lindh asked that he be released
pending trial, contending there
was no evidence of criminal
wrongdoing and no danger that
he would flee. A hearing is set for
Wednesday on the government's
bid to continue holding Lindh
without bond.
"There are no allegations and
no evidence that he ever so
much as fired a shot, even at
(U.S.-backed) northern alliance
soldiers," Lindh's defense team
said in a written motion.
The filing also contended that
the government's charges, based
on an FBI affidavit, are so weak
that they are "insufficient to
establish probable cause for the
crimes charged." In addition to
contending Lindh was no risk to
flee, the lawyers also said he had
no history of violent or dangerous conduct
McNulty said the government
would answer the charges by
Lindh's lawyers at Wednesday's
hearing But he noted that the
indictment includes a charge
that under federal law carries "a
presumption that a person
LINDH, PAGE 2

THE TEN CHARGES
AGAINST LINDH
-Conspiracy to murder U.S.
nationals.
-Conspiracy to provide material
support and resources to a foreign terrorist organization,
Harkat ul-Mujahedeen.
-Providing material support and
resources to Harkat ulMujahedeen.
-Conspiracy to provide material
support and resources to alQaida.
-Providing material support and
resources to al-Qaida.
-Conspiracy to contribute services to al-Qaida.
-Contributing services to alQaida.
-Conspiracy to supply services
to the Taliban.
-Supplying services to the
Taliban.
-Using, carrying and possessing firearms and destructive
devices during crimes of violence.
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Smith comes to U.
BLUES, FROM PAGE 1

arrival comes at a time when his
class is discussing blues music.
This is not the first time that
Smith has visited classes at the
University. Donahue said that
Smith visited classes last semester.
"It's kind of an unique opportunity," he said, " Bobby is the
real deal when it comes to blues
music."
According to Donahue, this
will not be your standard lecture
day in class. There will be a
chance for students to ask questions before Smith performs for
the class. "He performs his own
compositions,'' Donahue said.
"Students aren't generally
exposed to this kind of music,"
Donahue said.
Smith
was
bom
in
Chattanooga, Tenn., but he

moved to Toledo in 1945. At age
six, he was playing the banjo, but
he switched to guitar when he
was 16-years-old. During his
career, Smith has played with
such legends as John Lee
Hooker, Freddie King, B.B. King
and T-Bone Walker. later, Smith
became part of the Stax recording band, where his work was
used on recordings for artists like
Issac Hayes and Rufus Thomas,
among others. He also done
work for artists on Savoy Records
and Fortune Records, which is
based in Detroit.
In 1995 he was honored with
the little Walter Mitchell Award
for his contribution to music
and for keeping blues music
alive in the Toledo area One year
later, the Icrry Holdcn penned
novel "Black and Blues," which is
based on his career, was published.

Lindh to court
UNOH. FROM PAGE 1

would be detained" until trial.
The lawyers asked that Lindh
be permitted to stay with his
father, Frank, and said he would
be willing to use electronic monitoring devices to track his
movements. The hearing was to
l« held before U.S. Magistrate W.
Curtis Sewell.
lindh was apprehended by
U.S. authorities and northern
alliance allies in Afghanistan in
early December after a prison
uprising, during which a CIA
agent was killed. The 20-yearold was brought back to the
United States by military aircraft
on Ian. 23 and appeared in court
the following day, with his parents looking on.
In the court papers filed
Tuesday, the defense team portrayed Lindh as a man who
never attempted to harm any
civilian and contended there
was "no evidence that Mr. Lindh
made any attempt to engage in
combat with United States military forces."
The lawyers said that the
entire case against lindh was
based on an FBI interview Dec.

9-10 in Afghanistan without a
lawyer present and argued this
was "insufficient to establish
probable cause for the crimes
charged."
Ashcroft has said that Lindh
signed a paper waiving his right
to an attorney during the FBI
interview, but the defense said
Ijrtdh agreed to do so under
"highly coercive conditions."
The lawyers said Lindh had
been held incommunicado for
eight days, provided minimal
food and medical attention for a
gunshot or shrapnel wound and
was kept inside a metal container during severely cold weather.
The defense also contended
there was no evidence that
Lindh played any part in the
prison riot by captured Taliban
and al-Qaida soldiers that resulted in the death of CIA Agent
Michael Spam i.
"Even according to the facts
alleged in the affidavit, however,
the only services ever provided
by Mr. lindh were as a foot soldier for the Taliban," the motion
said.

"Oh hell yes."

Fast-track bill passed
Gettirf by Ohio Senate 21-12
messy
for PS2
DUSTIN SCHMIDT, CONTESTANT

By John McCarthy

laws, such as one in Dayton, that
forbid certain closing costs and
COLUMBUS, Ohio — The other charges that opponents
Senate on Tuesday passed a fast- say drive up the cost of paying off
track bill that would prohibit loans.
local governments in Ohio from
The Dayton ordinance has yet
passing laws governing certain to take effect pending the outlending institutions, which have come of a court challenge and
drawn consumer complaints of the state legislation.
unfair loans.
The committee adopted 7-5
The 21-12 vote, mostly along an amendment by Harris that
party lines with majority would
— Require lenders to fully disRepublicans prevailing, sends
the bill back to the House for close the total cost of the loan,
consideration of changes. Gov. including charges for credit
Bob Taft had no comment since insurance or prepayment penalhe had not seen the bill as ties.
— Create fines up to $2,500
amended by the Senate,
spokesman Aaron McLear said.
and criminal charges for violaThe
Senate
Finance tions of the biU's provisions.
Committee earlier Tuesday rec— Establish an office of conommended the bill for passage. sumer affairs in the Ohio
Rep. Bill Hams, an Ashland Department of Commerce to
Republican who managed the educate Ohioans about predatobill in the Senate, said the ry lending and appropriate
changes the committee made $800,000 to fund the office for
would make it fairer to con- the next two years. The money
sumers.
would come from fees collected
Consumer groups oppose the by the department.
bill, saying it would allow "sub— Expand a study committee
prime" lenders, or institutions on predatory lending from 13 to
that cater to people with spotty 15, adding representatives from
credit, free rein to add excessive the American Association of
charges and penalties to loans to Retired Persons and the
poor people and the elderly.
Coalition on Homelessness and
The bill, backed by the lending Housing in Ohio. The committee
industry, would pre-empt laws is to report back to lawmakers by
passed by cities and towns gov- June 2003.
I Ian is said he put the amenderning the industry's practices.
Lenders say they cannot tailor ment together after a 61 /2-hour
their lending practices to cover committee hearing last week.
the hundreds of Ohio communi- Seventeen opponents to the biU
ties that could pass such legisla- testified at that hearing.
tion.
"Every thing in this amendThe bill would prohibit local ment is the result of the reaction

to this testimony," Harris said.
The opponents, citing thousands of complaints the
Commerce
Department
received by phone or mail last
year, said that local governments
should not be shackled by state
law in trying to stop predatory
practices.
Senate President Richard
Rnan, a Cincinnati Republican,
said the bill moved out of the
Senate after just three weeks of
hearings because the state
should be setting policy on
predatory lending, not local governments.
The quicker you can get it
done, the less local governments
that might take it up, the easier it
is to go forward. Therefore, I
think it was imperative that we
did it right now," Finan said.
Sen. Eric Fingerhut of
Cleveland,
the
ranking
Democrat on the committee,
disagreed. He said keeping the
law the way it is now would
"aUow us, as we find our way, to
learn from communities that are
trying to find their way as weU."
The AARP will ask Taft to veto
the bill, should the House agree
with the Senate's amendments,
said Ron Bridges, a lobbyist for
the group
"We're still faced with preempting local action without
any true consumer protections
for Ohio homeowners," Bridges
said.
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PUDDING. FROM PAGE 1

KeUy Harrison before the
winning numbers were
drawn. She also said that it
was worth the effort even if
she did not win.
Llarrison was one of the
eight winners. Also among
the winners was Dustin
Schmidt. When asked if the
effort was worth it, he said,
"Oh, hell yes." When it came
to his feelings about his
chances of winning Schmidt
said, "I was very confident."
While "Pepsi in the
Puddin'" was a success,
Marsh does not plan on making it an annual event. "It was
a good idea, but we need to
do something better next
time."

Record
losses for
Airlines
LOSSES. FROM PAGE 1

rebounded, Goodyear said.
The parent company of
American Airlines — the
world's biggest — posted a
record loss of $1.76 billion for
2001. United Airlines' parent
company lost $2.1 billion, a
record for any airline, and
Delta Air lines lost $1.2 billion.
Goodyear said the speed
with which big carriers had
acted quickly to cut costs
should help limit the losses.

On
the
http: / / www.aarp.org

Net:

Mother kills her babies
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WARREN, Ohio — Authorities
charged a woman with killing
three of her babies between
February 1969 and March 1971
after receiving a tip about the
deaths from her surviving child.
Gloria Greenfield, formerly
Gloria Jean Woods, pleaded
innocent Monday to three
counts of murder and two
counts of assault with intent to
kill. The murder charges carry
penalties of 15 years to Life; the
assault charges carry penalties of
one to 15 years.
Greenfield, 52, of Niles, was
being held Tuesday on $100,000
bond set by Common Pleas
Judge Wyatt McKay after prosecutors recommended $1 million
bond. A pretrial hearing was set
for ft*. 12.
The assault charges stem from
alleged attacks on Greenfield's
daughter, Gloria Bennight, when
she was 44 days old in April 1972

and when she was 80 days old.

I mmbull County Prosecutor
Dennis Watkins would not comment Tuesday about the tip that
came from Bennight, 29, of
Warren, saying it was possible
trial evidence.
Defense attorney Anthony
Consoldane said ill feelings
developed between mother and
daughter over the years,
prompting the allegations.
The indictment was sealed
until Monday even though
Greenfield was arrested without
incident Friday afternoon.
Watkins said sudden infant
death syndrome was originally
ruled the cause of death for three
of Greenfield's children. But that
was changed after an investigation by forensic pathologist Dr.
Humphrey Germaniuk who
reviewed medical records and
autopsy slides.
Germaniuk
determined
Theodore Woods, 17 days old,

and Regina Woods, 15 days old,
died of asphyxia He said the
cause of death for Melissa
Woods, 28 days old, was undetermined.
All three children are considered to be murder victims,
according to indictments.
Greenfield was not charged in
the death of another child,
Joseph Woods, who died in 1967
of pneumonia at the age of two
months
Public defender James Lewis
said Tuesday he expected to file a
motion to dismiss the assault
with intent to kill counts since a
seven-year statute of limitations
has run out
Prosecutors said they will
argue that the statute of limitations should not begin until
authorities are aware that a
crime has been committed.
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Drum Circle to celebrate African societies
The University Women's Center will present
"Drumming Circle With the BGSU Drum Circle for
World Peace" today from noon-1:00 at the McFall
Gallery.
There will be a discussion and display of women and
drumming in various African societies.

CAMPUS

Q&A with Ribeau
faculty research initiatives.
KT> What do you do when you
come home from the office?
SR: I like to look at newspapers. I usually scan The BG
News, the Sentinel-Tribune and
The Blade.
KEfc What time do you leave
for work and get home?
SR: I usually get home
between 7 and 9 p.m. and get
here (to the office) between 7
and 8 a.m.
KD-. What are your nicknames?
SR: A lot of people call me Doc
and second would be Ribeau
and then Sid.
KD: Do you have time for a
personal life?
SR: The opportunity to read a
good book quietly is wonderful. I

Kiniberly Dupps, editor-inchiefofThe BG News, sat down
with U. President Sidney Ribeaii
and tried to find out what students do not know about him.
KI): What is your favorite part
of the
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union?
SH I like the meeting rooms.
They are well lit and have beauti ful views of the campus.
KI): What is your goal this
semester?
SR: If we can work collectively
as a campus to continue to
develop pride in Bowling Green
State University — in the academic programs to make sure students like their classes, to make
sure students are working
together to plan events and
bring in lecturers, and to support

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
3 BR, use ol garage Limil 3 people Will be (rest)
ly updated $95000per month, deposit $950 00 Tenants pay all utilities
Available June 15, 2002
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-lrame Limit 3 people. $550.00 per month paid in 11
paymems ol $59000 Deposit $590 00. Tenants pay all utilities. Available
May 18, 2002

also like to exercise. I also enjoy
going to church. I try to go to
church with my mom every
other weekend. She lives in
southern Michigan. I also have a
fiancee. I spend time with her.
(Editor's note:President Ribeau
and his fiancee have not set a
date for their wedding.)
KD: What\ does your mom
think of you now?
SR: She's always said she's
more concerned with the kind of
person you are rather than yourprofession or career.
KD: Where is Sidney Ribeau
on any given day?
SR: I will be in Columbus
loday because I am on the
Governor's Commission on
Teaching Effectiveness. I am in
Columbus two days a week. I

also spend quite I bil of lime on
the road visiting alumni to raise
funds.

CALENDAR OF EV1
WEDNESDAY:
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
TABLE FOR
CUSTOMMADE
VALENTINE
POEMS SALE.
the Graduate
Writers Club will
have a table
where they will
be selling
poems for
Valentine's Day
Union
10am -4pm.
PINK ONIONS:
XREFLECTI0NS
ON THE
NOSTALGIC
TENDERNESS
AND RAW
PUNGENCY OF
YOUTH, this a
national juried
exhibition open
to work in all

media that
addresses the
themes or
iconography of
childhood and
adolescence
Willard
Wankelman
Gallery

11am- 5 p.m.
GLORY PHI GOD
TICKET SALES
FOR VALENTINE
DANCE
Union

10 am - 5 p.m.
RAFFLE TICKET
SALE. Alpha
Sigma Phi is
sponsoring the
"raffle
Education Steps

11 am - 3:30
p.m.
PHI KAPPA TAU
DANCE
MARATHON
FUNORAISER.
the fraternity
will be selling
scrub pants.
Union Atnum

10 30am -4

p.m
SUCKER SALES
FOR DANCE
MARATHON, the
table is being
sponsored by
Volunteers in
Progress
Union

Noon
BROWN BAG
LUNCH. "Voices
of Africa" Drum Circle are
an internationally acclaimed,
all women
a'cappella and

percussion
ensemble
Mc Fall Gallery
Noon - 4 p.m.
DANCE
MARATHON
FUNDRAISER,
Chi Omega is
sponsoring it
Union
7 p.m.
MEN'S BASKET
BAUVSOHI0
Anderson Arena

9-10 p.m.
ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP 6
INTERMEDIATE,
it is a one-hour

interaclive
workshop
Media 100 lab.
2nd floor ot
Technology
Building

Spring Break in Panama City Beach, Florida!
/S^PPIPE
BE A CO)

m

BEACH RESORTfcCONFERENCE CENTER

800 fret of (iulf rteerh looker • 2 Ure>
Outdoor Sw immint I Win • Sailboat. .Id SLi
• ml I'anuiiil Rental* • Vollrxhiill • tinge
IWM'ronl Hot tub . Suites up to 10 I'roplr
• \irporl I imoiuinr Sen ire

629 ELM STREET . 3BR Limit 3 people Use of garage. Air Conditioned
$850 00 per monlh paid in 11 paymenls ol $913.00. Deposit $850.00
Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18. 2002
1401/2 MANVILLE - 2 BR Above garage behind 140 Manville Limit 2
people $560 00 per monlh paid in 11 payments ol $601 00. Deposit
$560 00 Tenanls pay ulililies. Available Augusl 22. 2002.

^

^ '.

150 1/2 MANVILLE • 1 BR Limit 2 people $440.00 per month paid in 11
paymenls ol $473 00 Deposil $440 00 Tenanls pay utilities Available May
18, 2002

^

< #

,T WORLD FAMOUS

DJ-WDonn.-

HU r Shirt Content ni.l «rl Joekej Short Contest
• Xo Cmer (or Sandpiper ('mmtii

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST.
(across from Taco Bell)

Reservations 800.488.8828
www.stndpiperfceaeon.eoni

Make VALENTINE'S DAY $100 Better!
M
February 7th
92.5 FM
LIVE REMOTE
1-4 PM

Feb. 7th-14th

Advising Fair
& Open House

*No application or
k administration _.
fee!

SAVE $100 for your Sweetie! Offer expires 2-14-02. v

For IPC and Journalism
majors/minors/ and pre-majors
▼

7-9 pm Wednesday, Feb. 13
121 West Hall
Get answers to advising
or course requirement questions
in IPC and Journalism
Receive resume, resume tape
and portfolio advice
Meet representatives from
student media organizations
Learn about internship and involvement
opportunities on and off campus
Meet faculty and staff in IPC,
Journalism and Student Publications

♦ Apartment Features ♦

♦ Community Features ♦

♦ Individual lease by the bedroom
♦Patios or balconies w/ trench doors
♦ Free W/D in every apartment
♦ Celling fans In every bedroom
♦ Furnished units available
♦ Microwaves Included

♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court
♦ State of (heart 24 hour
computer center
♦ Game room with pool-table
♦ 24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness canter
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

Talk to graduates about career-starting tips
koc—l-H

BGSU

Win door prizes and enjoy pizza and drinks
Tour student media offices

SPONSORED BY:

School of Communication Studies &
Office of Student Publications

BGSU

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH

353-5100
www.suhenclave.com

Open 7 Days a Week

f
1*

flMJNGTOVEftSITY

o Sterling
{ University
»I
^Enclave
f

f>(»«w
t&
An SUH* Community SUH* is a trademark of SUH, Inc.
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OPINION

"Couldn't they just move the podium?"
A Bush official, on news thai Attorney General John Ashc toft's office ordered a
$8,650 blue velvet curtain to cover the department's partially nude "Spirit of
Justice" statue

Forever
young?
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Do you think the new
pub in the Union
should serve alcohol
before 5 p.m.?

U.S. uses double standard
GUEST COLUMN
WadeHarwood

"Six Tied to Terror Are Given to
U.S. By Bosnia. Despite Court
Ruling." This is the headline of an
Associated Press article run on
page A6 of the lanuary 19 edition
of the New York Tunes. The story
goes on to say that these six men
were Bosnian citizens originally
from Algeria. The men had ties to
various Islamic charities, some of
which may have links to terrorist
organizations. The men were
arrested by Bosnia, acting on
American intelligence. Following
the arrest, the men had their citizenship revoked.
When their case finally came
to court, the highest court in
Bosnia, the suspects were
ordered to be released due to
lack of evidence. The U .S. intervened, requesting custody of the
men. The Bosnian court
responded by requesting that the
U.S. supply evidence of their
guilt The U.S. refused.
ApparenUy, the information was
simply too sensitive to share. Yet,
after this refusal to give the
Bosnian government any proof
whatsoever of these men's terrorist connections, the men were
handed over to the Americans,

where they are now either at the
U.S. base in Guantanamo Bay or
awaiting transport there.
This information may or may
not be troubling to you. 1 certainly hope that these men are actually guilty and that the world is a
safer place because they are in
custody. However, even if that is
the case, several troubling issues
are still present. Imagine for a
moment that China, or any other
country, demanded that six
United States citizens be handed
over. The Supreme Court of the
nation hears the case and is presented no evidence linking the
men to any crimes. Should the
U.S. simply give six citizens to a
nation that will keep the men in
custody, possibly indefinitely,
with no rights (don't forget that is
the reality of the measures that
have been passed since
September 11)? Imagine the
public outcry if this hypothetical
situation occurred.
I ask you to take a moment
and consider why this event did
not receive more coverage.
Obviously, the press did not feel
that this was a major story.
One has to wonder why. The
simple answer is that this is not
big news because events like this
occur all the time. The United
States is by far the most powerful
country in the world, and it
therefore gets what it wants,

playing by a different set of rules
than the rest of the world.
Another possible reason that
this did not receive coverage is
that the press simply does not
want Americans to know what is
going on. If the press choose,
they could turn this issue into the
spark of a large public outcry
However, this would be causing
dissent, and it is important now
more than ever to not question
die government, specifically the
President, but just to blindly offer
support.
My purpose in writing this is
not to radically change people's
views on the world. I do not
expect people who strongly support the president in his actions
in the war on terror to suddenly
turn against him. However, I do
ask you to consider this issue. I
believe that what the United
States did in this situation is
wrong. I humbly ask you to take
a moment and think about what
the government does in the
names of all its citizens. If you are
uncomfortable with this situation, I urge you to pay a bit closer
attention to what happens in the
world. If you feel strongly, write
your senator or congressman
and voice your concern. It is only
by speaking out against what we
believe to be wrong that we can
hope to bring about change.

What5s wrong with pornography?
GUEST COLUMN
Meredith Briski
lasonSlowbe
What's so bad about pornography? It's a pleasurable experience. I'm the only one who
knows about it How could it
possibly affect anyone other than
me?
Sounds reasonable, until you
consider the hidden consequences behind the pleasurable
nature of pornography.
Statistics show that for most
people, pornography use starts
small but quickly snowballs from
soft to hard to violent as the
viewer must go further and further to satisfy his increasing
desires for pleasure. This desire
for pleasure can never be
quenched, demanding more
severe forms of pornography and
often leading to sexually aggressive behavior. It sounds extreme,
but this is reality.
In an article in The loumal of

Research and Personality (April
1993), statistical data shows that
sexually violent pornography use
was associated directly with both
the likelihood of rape and
coerced intercourse. People who
view violent pornography are
more likely to display sexual
aggression.
One instance of this recently
appeared in the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel. After being sentenced to 10 years in prison for
second-degree sexual assault of a
child, 45-year-old Ryan
Henderson attributed his actions
to a "sickness" involving pornography and sexual abuse that
developed through the years.
This man could no longer satisfy
his desire for pleasure with
pornography and progressed to
worse and worse offenses.
This tendency for men to
become sexually violent is not
the only negative result of
pornography. Many women are
offended by pornographic material, claiming that pornography
degrades and dehumanizes
women at the cost of pleasing

men. There also seems to be a
link between the "disposable
relationship" philosophy of
pornography and the divorce
rate. When the viewer gets bored
with one picture, he or she simply moves onto the next one,
searching for the pleasure of novelty. But when that philosophy is
applied to real life, hearts are
broken and lives damaged. Fiftytwo percent of marriages now
end in divorce. It is no far stretch
to link high divorce rates to the
effects of pornography.
The consequences of pornography are very visible on college
campuses. It has been estimated
by the National Department of
Justice that a university with a
female population of 10,000 may
experience 350 rapes per year. A
very small percentage of these
are ever reported.
Thomas Jefferson alluded to
the dangers of pursuing pleasure
when he wrote, "Do not bite at
the bait of pleasure, till you know
there is no hook beneath it"
Seen or unseen, which hooks are
snagging you?
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"Oh, hell yeah! Don't
stop. Get it, get it!"

KEITH COOK
GRAD STUDENT

"Yes, alcohol should
be sold before 5p.m.
You should be entitled
to lax mode'all day."

SECHABA KH0APA
GRAD STUDENT

"People drink before
5, don't they?"

RYAN HALFHILL
JUNIOR

"The Pub should start
serving alcohol at 7
a.m."

Smokers should
show some courtesy
AT ISSUE Smokers should be aware that their habit
affects others around them.

a

TELLING IT
HOW IT IS
Chris Kelby

"Cough... hack... gag." It's
the sound that I, and probably
many other people make when
walking through the cloud of
toxic fumes in front of Olscamp
Hall. This inescapable tunnel is
caused by lines of smokers on
both sidesofthefront doors
who seem to enjoy sharing
their second-hand smoke with
everyone that passes by. While I
could probably avoid this nuisance by crawling the last few
feet before entering the building, that is not the kind of thing
I want to have to do when running late for a class. Plus, it
could get kind of messy when
it is raining or snowing outside.
Instead, maybe some of the
people who choose to smoke
could do so in a manner that
shows a little more regard for
those of us who do not enjoy
breathing and smelling like
smoke.
First of all, I want to make it
clear that it is not the intention
of this column to show support
for the recently imposed smoking ban. As gross as I find cigarette smoking, I find it much
more disgusting that anyone
would support a law that tells
private businesses what type of
atmosphere they need to have.
If smoking is allowed in a
restaurant and I don't like It,
then I am free to make the
choice not to eat there.
I'm not asking for more rules
or regulations, I'm asking that
people who smoke have some

respect and use some common
sense. What do I mean by
__ respect? Respect is showing
some amount of regard for
others. Respect is not blowing
smoke towards other people
when they are walking beside
you on campus. Respect is not
smoking around entrances to
buildings and other passages
where people have no choice
but to walk Respect is not
throwing cigarette butts anywhere but in ashtrays.
What do I mean by common
sense? Common sense is naturally having some good judgment. Most of us already know
how to act with some common
sense, but some people apparently do not have this ability.
Common sense is not lighting
up a cigarette and holding it at
your side when you are
crammed into a nightclub that
has 10 times as many people in
it as its capacity. With everyone
being shoulder-to-shoulder
and jumping around intoxicated, the odds are very good that
someone around you is going
to get burned. I have experienced this enough times to
know that it is not fun, and getting holes burned in your
clothes is not very pleasant,
either. So please, if you smoke,
try to use some common
sense.
I am not trying to tell people
they should not be allowed to
smoke, I'm just asking that they
do it in a way that does not
harm or bother others Perhaps
if smokers would have had a
more caring attitude all along,
there would not be so many
people so angry, and we would
not have a smoking baa
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BETHANY CLOSE
JUNIOR

stay teenagers forever. Why?
1 personally am looking very
MY POINT
much forward to growing up. I
OF VIEW
can't wait to graduate college.
The thought of no longer havRema Ina
Assl. Opinion Editor ing to do homework or study Is
a very beautiful thing. I want to
have a career that 1 enjoy and
I have been thinking about
make something out of myself.
what I should write about in
Isn't that why we're all at colmy column this week I
lege anyway?
thought of talking about the
By coming to college, I have
Superbowl. Oh, wait, 1 didn't
watch it. "Sex and the City" was become more independent
from my parents, but when I
really good Sunday night,
have a career and life of my
though. Then, I thought maybe
own, I will truly be free. I look
I'll write about how painful it
forward to stability in my life. I
was to hear Britney Spears sing
want mature, adult friendships
live on "Oprah" on Monday.
and relationships. I want a
Well, first I had a heart attack
group of friends that I know I
because she was actually
won't lose touch with once the
singing live (as opposed to her
semester's over. I want to be
usual lip-singing), then I expewise and experienced and
rienced die pain in my ears
happy.
from how bad she sounded.
I like my life right now, don't
But our dear Brit receives more
get me wrong. But I defiantly
than enough attention, so I
look forward to be in my 20's
don't need to give her any
and 30's. And if Madonna can
more.
look the way she looks and live
So what to write about? Well,
the way she lives at 40, well, I
I have noticed something latelook forward to the over 30 life
ly. A lot of people that I talk to
as well!
are getting really depressed
about being or soon being in
Enjoy being young; it's a
their early and mid twenties.
great thing, but don't fear
People say they are afraid of
growing up. Life just gets better
getting too old. They want to
with age.
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Iraq wants to resume talks with U.N.
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Iraq is prepared to resume
dialogue with the United Nations, but the worid organization did not indicate whether Saddam Hussein's
government is willing to discuss the return of U.N.
weapons inspectors. Secretary of State Colin Powell
said Tuesday there was nothing to talk about unless
Iraq agrees to the inspectors' return.

WORLD
China detains American
By loe McDonald
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEIJING — The U.S. government has sent China a letter criticizing its treatment of an
American engineer charged
with espionage and bribery and
asking a prompt resolution of
his case, a relative of the man
said Tuesday.
The Embassy confirmed that
Ambassador Clark T Randt had
contacted the Chinese Foreign
Ministry on behalf of Fong
Fuming. But an Embassy
spokesman said he couldn't give
details.
Fong, of West Orange, N.I.,

was detained in 2000 and
charged with obtaining secret
documents and paying a
Chinese official $245,000 in
bribes.
His relative, who asked not to
be identified, said Randt's letter
protested the length of Fongs
detention and accused Chinese
officials of mistreating him.
Fong, 67, suffers from chest
pains and high blood pressure
and has been deprived of his
eyeglasses and hearing aid for
much of his time in detention,
his family says.
Fong was bom in China and
became a U.S. citizen in 1994.

He worked in the Chinese power
industry and was a consultant to
foreign firms about power projects in China and elsewhere in
Asia.
Fong was detained when he
arrived in Beijing to meet with
officials of an American company preparing to bid for a Chinese
power project.
He was one of a series of
Chinese-bom U.S. citizens or
residents tried last year by China
on security charges.
The State Department has
said China violated international standards by holding Fong for
months without indicting him.

PROTESTING: Pakistanis gather to protest the kindnapping of Daniel Pearle, an American reporter.

Pakistan dose to finding North Korea accuses
missing Journal reporter U.S. of plotting war
By Kathy Gannon
THE tSSOCIAKD PRESS

KARACHI. Pakistan —
Authorities know the identity
of reporter Daniel Pearl's kidnappers and are "very close
to resolving the case," a top
police official said Tuesday.
Sources said three men had
been arrested for sending last
week's e-mails that contained
photographs of Pearl.
Mukhtar Ahmed Sheikh, in
charge of police in Sindh
province, refused to say who
was behind the kidnapping.
Pearl, 38, was last seen Ian. 23
on his way to meet a Muslim
fundamentalist contact at a
Karachi restaurant.
Another senior government
official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
United States believes the
mastermind was Sheik Omar

Saeed, one of three men freed
by India on Dec. 31, 1999 to
end a hijacking of an Indian
Airlines flight to Kandahar,
Afghanistan.
"The fact is we know who
has done it," Sheikh told The
Associated Press. He said officials are drawing nearer to
resolving the kidnapping.
"There
are
questions
which, if I answer, could
affect the case." he added.
"But it is enough to say that
we might conclude the whole
thing very soon, sooner than
you think."
Sheikh said he believed
Pearl was still alive, adding,
"there are so many things I
cannot talk about."
Although Sheikh gave no
details of any progress, other
sources close to the investigation said Karachi police have

arrested three men — identified only as Suleiman, Fawad
and Adeel — believed to have
sent two e-mails that included pictures of Pearl.
Those e-mails, sent last
week, are believed lo be the
only genuine communications from the kidnappers.
The sources spoke on condition of anonymity.
In the capital Islamabad,
U.S.
Deputy
Treasury
Secretary Kenneth Dam told
reporters Pakistan was conducting a "vigorous" investigation into the Ian. 23 kidnapping, which threatens to
cloud
President
Pervez
Musharraf's
visit
to
Washington next week.
Sheikh said Pakistani investigators aided by the FBI have
been working around the
clock to break the case.

sequences. North Korea is on
the U.S. list of nations that
SEOUL, South Korea — sponsor terrorism.
Bush's remark was "little
North Korea accused the
United States on Tuesday of short of declaring a war," said
plotting a war to occupy the the official newspaper of the
communist state, denouncing North's ruling Workers' Party,
President Bush for calling it Rodong Sinmun.
"He openly revealed his danpart of an "axis of evil" and saying it has "unlimited striking gerous design to seize North
power" to repel any aggressors. Korea by forces of arms,
In South Korea, President groundlessly linking it with terKim Dae-jung said his govern- rorism," said the Rodong artiment must strive for reconcilia- cle, which was carried by the
tion with the North to avoid the North's state-run news agency,
risk of war, and his foreign min- KCNA, and monitored in Seoul.
The "option to 'strike' on the
ister said the South believes the
United States wants to resolve lips of the U.S. is not its monopits disputes with the North oly," the article said. "Our revolutionary armed forces have
through dialogue.
Bush last week labeled North unlimited striking power and
Korea, Iraq and Iran an "axis of no aggressor ■ against North
evil," saying they are seeking Korea will go safe no matter
weapons of mass destruction where they are on earth."
North Korea is believed to
and warning they will face conBy Paul Shin
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Real World

JUMP IN LINE
Join the Newlove Family!
•Undergraduate Housing!
•Graduate & Professional Housing!
•No Parental Guarantee!
•Pets Permitted in Some Rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of
our 2002-2003 Housing Guides and
we will go through the brochure with
you to find you the ideal home!

have stockpiled enough plutonium to make one or two atomic bombs, and thousands of
tons of chemical and biological
weapons. The United States is
also concerned about its development and export of missiles.
The United States keeps
37,000 troops in South Korea
as a deterrent against North
Korea.
In his first official response
to Bush's words, the Souths
president called for dialogue
with the North.
"War should be avoided
under any circumstances, for
which we must exert our best
efforts to promote dialogue
and exchanges with North
Korea," presidential spokeswoman Park Sun-sook quoted
Kim as telling a group of
newly appointed Cabinet
members.
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A real rose dipped in real gold!
Nothing
outshines
it for
Valentines Day!
R.

HOWARD
FINE JEWELERS
139 S. MAIN
HOWLING GREEN, OH
43402
li

$49 95
A very special gift for a very
special woman.
real 12" long-stemmed
rose, preserved and
dipped in real 24k gold.
Each rose is unique (no two
are alike) and like your love
for her, it will last forever.
For less than the price of a
dozen roses, you'll give her a
single rose that she'll
remember you by and
cherish forever.

Sponsored by Order of Omega & Career Services
Refreshments provided by Pepsi Cola

CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS!
FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
• Heal included
• New kitchens with brand new
appliances including dishwashers
• Oak cabinets
• New vinyl floors
• New air conditioning
• Laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking
• Convenient location, easy access
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6
• Guaranteed maintenance
• Serene, park-like setting
• Adjacent to BGSU
300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green

(419) 352-6335
SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online
Visit us at villagegreen.com
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Sen. John McCain undergoes plastic surgery
PHOENIX (AP) — Sen. John McCain returned to the
hospital Tuesday to undergo plastic surgery to cover a
scar left by the removal of a cancerous lesion on his
nose. The lesion, a tiny freckle on the left side of his
nose, was removed Monday during a 10-minute procedure, said his spokeswoman, Nancy Ives. It was an
early form of melanoma, she said

NATION

Bush visits anthrax lab,
focuses on bioterrorism
By Sonya Ross
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

PEERING: President Bush looks at anthrax spores in Pittsburgh, Pa.

PITTSBURGH — Hoping
to spur Congress to devote
$6 billion to preparing for a
bioterrorism
attack,
President Bush took a firsthand look Tuesday at an
early warning network that
tracks patients' symptoms
in search of signs of deadly
diseases.
The president stood on
stage in front of a row of
doctors in white lab coats,
a contrast to the dozens of
uniformed soldiers he
posed with at a Florida air
base on Tuesday when he
pitched his plan to give the
U.S. military its biggest
budget increase in 20
years.
Bush, along with Health
and
Human
Services
Secretary
Tommy
Thompson and Homeland
Security Director Tom
Ridge,
came
to
the
University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center to see the
Real Time Outbreak and
Disease Surveillance project, which gathers and
analyzes clinical information on 1,000 patients at 17

area hospitals.
Bush compared the effort
to the old DEW (Distant
Early Warning) line along
the Arctic Circle that was in
place to warn of air attacks.
He noted the spread of
anthrax via mail last fall
and said health information must be shared more
efficiently, in addition to
expanding antibiotic and
vaccine stockpiles, "if
America is going to be as
safe as it possibly can be."
"We've got to be able to
talk to each other better,"
Bush said. "We were able to
save lives during the
anthrax outbreak, but
some infections were identified too late, and some
people were too badly
infected to save. I ask
Congress to support me on
spending this money."
Before the speech, Bush
went to a lab and peered
through a microscope at a
sample of anthrax spores.
Dr. A. William Pasculle,
director of clinical microbiology, assured Bush that
the spores he saw were a
harmless strain used to
vaccinate cattle.

Security concerns in Salt Lake
ByrmDariwt
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SALT LAKE CITY — About a
dozen small planes violated the
restricted airspace over the
Olympic Village the first week it
was in effect, and Black Hawk
helicopters scrambled to escort
one of them to the ground.
The violations illustrate the
difficulty of making all pilots
aware of the restrictions, which
will be broadened Friday to
include all airspace within 45
miles of the Salt Lake
International Airport.
FAA spokesman Mike Fergus
said helicopters enforcing the

restrictions escorted one of the
planes to the ground over the
weekend.
"Two guys jumped out and
had quite the experience meeting security," Fergus said
Tuesday.
Secret Service spokesman
Mark Connolly said there have
been about a dozen violations
of the airspace above the area
housing Olympic athletes, but
only one plane that had to be
escorted to the ground.
"They all appear to be inadvertent," Connolly said. "Either
the pilots didn't know about the
restrictions or didn't read about

them."
The FAA began restricting
airspace over the Olympic village on Jan. 25, barring everything from planes to hot air
balloons from flying within a 3mile radius of the area.
Fergus said the FAA is
putting pilots on notice that
violations of the 45-mile airspace will not be tolerated once
they go into effect Friday.
Pilots could face heavy fines,
revocation of their licenses,
and potentially dangerous
encounters with U.S. Customs
and military aircraft patrolling
the restricted airspace.

"We just can't take any
chances," Fergus said.
The restrictions were published in notices called
NOTAMs that are supposedly
required reading for pilots.
The initial airspace restrictions are part of a complex network of security precautions
designed to protect Olympic
sites from possible aerial
attack.
They include everything
from airspace restrictions to
barring all flights in and out of
Salt Lake City for four-hour
periods during the opening
and closing ceremonies.

Associated Press Photo

ENRON COLLAPSE: Employee says Enron used workers' benefits.

Enron accused
of using benefits
ByluanA. lozano
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HOUSTON — A former
Enron Corp. worker is accusing
the company of cutting checks
from an employee benefits
account for payments that were
unrelated to benefits and lacked
proper approval.
Robin Hosea, an accountant
with Enron's benefits department from August 2000 until
she was laid off in December,
said at a news conference
Tuesday that she began investigating accounting discrepancies
in January 2001.
Hosea said she noticed items
were being paid from the benefits account that were outside
her department's scope and
without its approval.
Hosea said she saw thousands of these entries in the
accounting system that totaled
about $15 million at the end of
2000. She could not say, however, how many years back the
entries were dated. She said she
saw only four checks, which at
the most totaled $20,000.
One check for $5,000 was
approved by Enron's legal
department and used to pay for
consulting fees for friends of
some company executives,
Hosea said. She could not
remember to whom the other
three checks were written.
"I was uneasy with these

things I found." she said. "The
general attitude when I would
bring these items to my supervisors' attention was that's the
way we've done it. Leave it
there."
Hosea's allegations were
reported in an interview
Monday with CBS Evening
News. Enron spokeswoman
Karen Denne said the company
first heard of them then.
"We're looking into it," Denne
said.
Randy McClanahan, Hosea's
attorney, said his client has documents to back up her story and
they have been made available
to authorities, including the FBI
and the Securities and Exchange
Commission. He did not provide copies to reporters Tiaesday.
"This is one piece of a very
complicated puzzle," said
McClanahan, who also represents the Severed Enron
Employees Coalition, a group of
about 400 ex-Enron workers
who have sued the company.
Hosea is among them.
She said because of the
uneasiness she felt and the
response of her superiors, she
decided to have knee surgery in
May 2001 and take a medical
leave of absence. She was still on
leave when she was among
4,500 workers Enron laid off
Dec. 3, a day after the company
declared bankruptcy.
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Woman could face 50 year jail sentence
CLEVELAND — A federal prosecutor accused a former housing official Tuesday of abusing her power by
using thousands of public dollars for personal use.
Former Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority
executive director Claire Freeman, 58, faces charges in
U.S. District Court of mail fraud, theft of public funds
and false statements regarding a loan.

Endangered
manatees
returned to
Florida wild
THE A S S 0CI * If D PRESS

POWELL Ohio — Two endangered West Indian manatees that
spent nine months at the
Columbus Zoo were returned
Tuesday to the wild in Florida.
Brooks and Trident were
released into Biscayne Bay in
Miami.
The manatees were brought to
the zoo in this Columbus suburb
March 6 as part of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service's rehabilitation and recovery program.
The two were sent to SeaWorld
Orlando on Dec 13. They had
come to Columbus via SeaWorld,
one of seven critical care facilities
for manatees in Florida.
Brooks, 2, was found in April
1999 near docks about 50 miles
south of Daytona Beach, Fla.
When the orphaned calf arrived at
the zoo, he was 7 feet long and
weighed 550 pounds. He is now 8
feet, 6 inches long and weighs
more than 800 pounds.
Trident, 3, was found in
February 2000 about 60 miles
north of Palm Beach, Fla. He was
suffering from frostbite because
he didn't migrate to warmer
waters.
Trident was also 7 feet long
when he arrived and weighed 600
pounds. He is now more than 7
feet, 6 inches long and weighs
more than 800 pounds.
It is the second time the zoo has
returned a manatee to the wild. In
February 2000, Comet, an
orphaned manatee, was released
at Blue Springs State Park in
Florida

STATE

Taft addresses current affairs
which achieved 26 of 27 academic standards on last year's proCOLUMBUS, Ohio — Gov. ficiency tests, despite the fact it is
Bob Taft on Tuesday proposed not a wealthy district
Ohio spend $1.6 billion over 10
Taft also announced a plan to
years to boost research and spend $2 million to help double
attract high-tech jobs in a the number of programs
speech that set the stage for his encouraging high school sture-election campaign.
dents to attend college.
Republican leaders offered
The centerpiece of Taft's
general support for the gover- address was his high-tech fundnor's plan, outlined in Taffs State ing plan, dubbed the "Third
of the State address, while Frontier Project" after Ohio's
Democrats panned it as too little successful role exploring two
too late.
earlier frontiers — the wilderThe 34-minute speech, inter- ness and the industrial revolurupted by applause 24 times, tion.
including seven standing ova"Thousands of Ohioans are
tions, began and ended with ref- now exploring the next frontier,
erences to the Sept. 11 terrorist in space, medicine, technology,
attacks.
information and communica"When I took office the econtions," Taft said. "But we're not
omy was strong, employment moving fast enough to keep
was plentiful, the state budget pace with our competitors or
was stable and we were a nation replace jobs lost to productivity."
at peace," Taft said in the noon
The state has already commitaddress. "How times have
ted
$500 million of the state's
changed."
The longest ovation, 57 sec- tobacco settlement dollars to
onds, honored Ohioans who biomedica) research. Taft prohave died in the war against ter- posed using an additional $500
rorism or who are serving in the million in state construction
military or helped in New York dollars, asking voters for authorfollowing the attacks. Several ity to borrow $500 million next
rescue workers and military offi- year to recruit top university
cers were in the gallery, includ- researchers and borrow an addiing Sgt. Temple Jefferson, a tional $100 million to target
member of the Ohio National industries with high-growth
Guard providing security at Port potential.
Senate President Richard
Columbus International Airport.
Taft drew attention to educa- Bnan, a Cincinnati Republican,
tion by focusing on the state's said there's always a concern
spending on schools, including about using too much construc$2 million spent daily on school tion money, much of which generally goes to projects in lawconstruction this year.
He promoted academic excel- makers' districts.
He also questioned how new
lence by highlighting the
accomplishments of Fairland Taft's proposal was.
"I'm not sure we haven't been
school district in southern Ohio,
By Andrew Welsti-Hunins

IKE tSSOCIMEO PFESS

doing it to some extent," Finan
said. "I think he's just raising the
bar a little bit higher than where
we are now."
House
Speaker
Larry
Householder,
a
Glenford
Republican, offered a warmer
reception. "If Ohio's going to be
the success that we know and
want to see Ohio be in the future,
this is exactly the type of start
that we need to have."
Rep. Dean DePiero of Parma,
the
top-ranking
House
Democrat, called the plan full of
"warmed over ideas."
"If we had done it three years
ago, we might not be in the situation we are now," he said.
Tim Hagan, the Democratic
candidate for governor, said Taft
gave a re-election speech with
little focus on problems in the
state. "The proof is in what he's
done, not in what he says he's
going to do," Hagan said, adding
Ohio's rate of job creation has
lagged behind the national average for six years.
Taft also prodded Senate
Republicans to pass his bill providing prescription drug discounts to senior citizens and the
disabled through Ohio's Golden
Buckeye Card.
House Republicans, who
passed the bill in lune, gave Taft's
comment a standing ovation,
while many Senate Republicans
stayed in their seats.
Although Taft asked the
Senate to pass the plan by
month's end, Finan said that was
unlikely because of several questions about its cost.

toocWad Piwtrt i
STATING HIS AIM: Ohio Gov. Bob Taft linnishes his State of the
State speech to a joint session of the Ohio House and Senate at the
Statehouse in Columbus yesterday. State President Richard Finan is
left and House Majority Leader Larry Householder is at right.
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Congratulations to the &
SIGMA KAPPAS ^
who made the Dean's list or
who have a Position

s

Dean's List
Allison Crabtree*
Nikki Dauch*
Brooke Fishman*
Kristen Gajewski*
Allison Jenner*
Sarah Knebel

Katherine Nickel*
Jen Perek
Chelsie Reynolds
Jennifer Robinson
Rena Snyter*
'Denotes 4.0

Positions
VP Scholarship - Rhonda Colvin
Risk Manager - Katie Bach
House Manager - Erica Cavey
Asst. Social - Michelle Grad
Intramural - Claire Trainer
Foundations - Regan Henry
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We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton
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Sen. John McCain undergoes plastic surgery
PHOENIX (AP) — Sen. John McCain returned to the

NifflON

hospital Tuesday to undergo plastic surgery to cover a
scar left by the removal of a cancerous lesion on his
nose. The lesion, a tiny freckle on the left side of his
nose, was removed Monday during a 10-minute procedure, said his spokeswoman, Nancy Ives. It was an
early form of melanoma, she said.

Bush visits anthrax lab,
focuses on bioterrorism
By Sonya Ross
IHE ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS
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Associated Press Photo

PEERING: President Bush looks at anthrax spores in Pittsburgh, Pa.

PITTSBURGH — Hoping
to spur Congress to devote
$6 billion to preparing for a
bioterrorism
attack,
President Bush took a firsthand look Tuesday at an
early warning network that
tracks patients' symptoms
in search of signs of deadly
diseases.
The president stood on
stage in front of a row of
doctors in white lab coats,
a contrast to the dozens of
uniformed soldiers he
posed with at a Florida air
base on Tuesday when he
pitched his plan to give the
U.S. military its biggest
budget increase in 20
years.
Bush, along with Health
and
Human
Services
Secretary
Tommy
Thompson and Homeland
Security Director Tom
Ridge,
came
to
the
University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center to see the
Real Time Outbreak and
Disease Surveillance project, which gathers and
analyzes clinical information on 1,000 patients at 17

area hospitals.
Bush compared the effort
to the old DEW (Distant
Early Warning) line along
the Arctic Circle that was in
place to warn of air attacks.
He noted the spread of
anthrax via mail last fall
and said health information must be shared more
efficiently, in addition to
expanding antibiotic and
vaccine stockpiles, "if
America is going to be as
safe as it possibly can be."
"We've got to be able to
talk to each other better,"
Bush said. "We were able to
save lives during the
anthrax outbreak, but
some infections were identified too late, and some
people were too badly
infected to save. 1 ask
Congress to support me on
spending this money."
Before the speech, Bush
went to a lab and peered
through a microscope at a
sample of anthrax spores.
Dr. A. William Pasculle,
director of clinical microbiology, assured Bush that
the spores he saw were a
harmless strain used to
vaccinate cattle.

Security concerns in Salt Lake
ByltaOaNbw.
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SALT LAKE CITY — About a
dozen small planes violated the
restricted airspace over the
Olympic Village the first week it
was in effect, and Black Hawk
helicopters scrambled to escort
one of them to the ground.
The violations illustrate the
difficulty of making all pilots
aware of the restrictions, which
will be broadened Friday to
include all airspace within 45
miles of the Salt Lake
International Airport.
FAA spokesman Mike Fergus
said helicopters enforcing the

restrictions escorted one of the
planes to the ground over the
weekend.
"Two guys jumped out and
had quite the experience meeting security," Fergus said
Tuesday.
Secret Service spokesman
Mark Connolly said there have
been about a dozen violations
of the airspace above the area
housing Olympic athletes, but
only one plane that had to be
escorted to the ground.
"They all appear to be inadvertent." Connolly said. "Either
the pilots didn't know about the
restrictions or didn't read about

them."
The FAA began restricting
airspace over the Olympic village on Ian. 25, barring everything from planes to hot air
balloons from flying within a 3mile radius of the area
Fergus said the FAA is
putting pilots on notice that
violations of the 45-mile airspace will not be tolerated once
they go into effect Friday.
Pilots could face heavy fines,
revocation of their licenses,
and potentially dangerous
encounters with U.S. Customs
and military aircraft patrolling
the restricted airspace.

"We just can't take any'
chances," Fergus said.
The restrictions were published in notices called
NOTAMs that are supposedly
required reading for pilots.
The initial airspace restrictions are part of a complex network of security precautions
designed to protect Olympic
sites from possible aerial
attack.
They include everything
from airspace restrictions to
barring all flights in and out of
Salt Lake City for four-hour
periods during the opening
and closing ceremonies.

Associated Press Photo

ENRON COLLAPSE: Employee says Enron used workers' benefits.

Enron accused
of using benefits
By Juan*, lozano
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HOUSTON — A former
Enron Corp. worker is accusing
the company of cutting checks
from an employee benefits
account for payments that were
unrelated to benefits and lacked
proper approval.
Robin Hosea, an accountant
with Enron's benefits department from August 2000 until
she was laid off in December,
said at a news conference
Tuesday that she began investigating accounting discrepancies
in January 2001.
Hosea said she noticed items
were being paid from the benefits account that were outside
her department's scope and
without its approval.
Hosea said she saw thousands of these entries in the
accounting system that totaled
about $15 million at the end of
2000. She could not say, however, how many years back the
entries were dated. She said she
saw only four checks, which at
the most totaled $20,000.
One check for $5,000 was
approved by Enron's legal
department and used to pay for
consulting fees for friends of
some company executives,
Hosea said. She could not
remember to whom the other
three checks were written.
"I was uneasy with these

things [ found," she said. "The
general attitude when I would
bring these items to my supervisors' attention was that's the
way we've done it. Leave it
there."
Hosea's allegations were
reported in an interview
Monday with CBS Evening
News. Enron spokeswoman
Karen Denne said the company
first heard of them then.
"We're looking into it," Denne
said.
Randy McClanahan, Hosea's
attorney, said his client has documents to back up her story and
they have been made available
to authorities, including the FBI
and the Securities and Exchange
Commission. He did not provide copies to reporters Tuesday.
"This is one piece of a very
complicated puzzle," said
McClanahan, who also represents the Severed Enron
Employees Coalition, a group of
about 400 ex-Enron workers
who have sued the company.
Hosea is among them.
She said because of the
uneasiness she felt and the
response of her superiors, she
decided to have knee surgery in
May 2001 and take a medical
leave of absence. She was still on
leave when she was among
4,500 workers Enron laid off
Dec. 3, a day after the company
declared bankruptcy.
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Woman could face 50 year jail sentence
CLEVELAND — A federal prosecutor accused a former housing official Tuesday of abusing her power by
using thousands of public dollars for personal use.
Former Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority
executive director Claire Freeman, 58, faces charges in
U.S. District Court of mail fraud, theft of public funds
and false statements regarding a loan.

Endangered
manatees
returned to
Florida wild
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

POWELL Ohio — TWo endangered YSfest Indian manatees thai
spent nine months at the
Columbus Zoo were returned
Tuesday to the wild in Florida.
Brooks and Trident were
released into Biscayne Bay in
Miami.
The manatees were brought to
the zoo in this Columbus suburb
March 6 as part of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Services rehabilitation and recovery program.
The two were sent to SeaWbrld
Orlando on Dec 13. They had
come to Columbus via SeaWbrld,
one of seven critical care facilities
for manatees in Florida.
Brooks, 2, was found in April
1999 near docks about 50 miles
south of Daytona Beach, Fla.
When the orphaned calf arrived at
the zoo, he was 7 feet long and
weighed 550 pounds. He is now 8
feet, 6 inches long and weighs
more than 800 pounds.
Trident, 3, was found in
February 2000 about 60 miles
north of Palm Beach, Fla. He was
suffering from frostbite because
he didn't migrate to warmer
waters.
Trident was also 7 feet long
when he arrived and weighed 600
pounds. He is now more than 7
feet, 6 inches long and weighs
more than 800 pounds.
It is the second time the zoo has
returned a manatee to the wild. In
February 2000, Comet, an
orphaned manatee, was released
at Blue Springs State Park in
Florida
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Taft addresses current affairs
which achieved 26 of 27 academic standards on last year's proCOLUMBUS, Ohio — Gov. ficiency tests, despite the fact it is
Bob Taft on Tuesday proposed not a wealthy district.
Ohio spend $1.6 billion over 10
Taft also announced a plan to
years to boost research and spend $2 million to help double
attract high-tech jobs in a the number of programs
speech that set the stage for his encouraging high school sture-election campaign.
dents to attend college.
Republican leaders offered
The centerpiece of Taft's
general support for the gover- address was his high-tech fundnor's plan, outlined in Taft's State ing plan, dubbed the "Third
of the State address, while Frontier Project" after Ohio's
Democrats panned it as too little successful role exploring two
too late.
earlier frontiers — the wilderThe 34-minute speech, inter- ness and the industrial revolurupted by applause 24 times, tion.
including seven standing ova"Thousands of Ohioans are
tions, began and ended with ref- now exploring the next frontier,
erences to the Sept. 11 terrorist in space, medicine, technology,
attacks.
information and communica"When I took office the econtions," Taft said. "But we're not
omy was strong, employment
moving fast enough to keep
was plentiful, the state budget
pace with our competitors or
was stable and we were a nation
replace jobs lost to productivity."
at peace," Taft said in the noon
The state has already commitaddress. "How times have
ted
$500 million of the state's
changed."
tobacco settlement dollars to
The longest ovation, 57 seconds, honored Ohioans who biomedical research. Taft prohave died in the war against ter- posed using an additional $500
rorism or who are serving in the million in state construction
military or helped in New York dollars, asking voters for authorfollowing the attacks. Several ity to borrow $500 million next
rescue workers and military offi- year to recruit top university
cers were in the gallery, includ- researchers and borrow an addi ing Sgt. Temple Jefferson, a tional $100 million to target
member of the Ohio National industries with high-growth
Guard providing security at Port potential.
Senate President Richard
Columbus International Airport.
Taft drew attention to educa- Finan, a Cincinnati Republican,
tion by focusing on the state's said there's always a concern
spending on schools, including about using too much construc$2 million spent daily on school tion money, much of which generally goes to projects in lawconstruction this year.
He promoted academic excel- makers' districts.
He also questioned how new
lence by highlighting the
accomplishments of Fairland Taft's proposal was.
"I'm not sure we haven't been
school district in southern Ohio,
By Andrew WtMi-HuaJns
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On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag flying over
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COCOA

doing it to some extent," Finan
said. "I think he's just raising the
bar a little bit higher than where
we are now."
House
Speaker
Larry
Householder,
a
Glenford
Republican, offered a warmer
reception. "If Ohio's going to be
the success that we know and
want to see Ohio be in the future,
this is exactly the type of start
that we need to have."
Rep. Dean DePiero of Parma,
the
top-ranking
House
Democrat, called the plan full of
"warmed over ideas."
"If we had done it three years
ago, we might not be in the situation we are now," he said.
Tim Hagan, the Democratic
candidate for governor, said Taft
gave a re-election speech with
little focus on problems in the
state. "The proof is in what he's
done, not in what he says he's
going to do," Hagan said, adding
Ohio's rate of job creation has
lagged behind the national average for six years.
Taft also prodded Senate
Republicans to pass his bill providing prescription drug discounts to senior citizens and the
disabled through Ohio's Golden
Buckeye Card.
House Republicans, who
passed the bill in June, gave Taft's
comment a standing ovation,
while many Senate Republicans
stayed in their seats.
Associated Preurti i
Although Taft asked the
Senate to pass the plan by STATING HIS AIM: Ohio Gov. Bob Taft f inrushes his State of the
month's end, Finan said that was State speech to a joint session of the Ohio House and Senate at the
unlikely because of several ques- Statehouse in Columbus yesterday. State President Richard Finan is
left and House Majority Leader Larry Householder is at right.
tions about its cost.
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We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

who made the Dean's list or
who have a Position
Dean 's List
Allison Crabtree*
Nikki Dauch*
Brooke Fishman*
Kristen Gajewski*
Allison Jenner*
Sarah Knebel

Katherine Nickel*
Jen Perek
Chelsie Reynolds
Jennifer Robinson
Rena Snyter*
•Denotes 4.0

Positions
VP Scholarship - Rhonda Colvin
Risk Manager - Katie Bach
House Manager - Erica Cavey
Asst. Social • Michelle Grad
Intramural - Claire Trainer
Foundations - Regan Henry
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Pro Bowl
roster
remains
unknown

STEFANIE WENZEL,
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

She scored 21 points in
their come-frombehind victory at
Buffalo Saturday night.
She also led four
Falcon double-digit
scorers with 13 points
in their loss to Kent
State (Jan. 23).

By Hal Bock
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PAUL BIZZARRO, MEN'S
SWIMMING

He had two in-season
personal best times at
their meet against Ohio
University and Miami.
He placed third in the
1650 yard freestyle
(16:51.71) and fourth in
the 200yard backstroke
(1:57.81).

Why
Anderson
Arena
anymore?
NICKHURM
No Hum, no foul
How much a month would ii
< OS) to rent Anderson Anna, Mr.
KrebsJ
I Bgure if all the rumors are
true that the basketball programs
may move to move into a brand
Omplex on the south side
I il 1 toy t Perry Stadium in the next
couple years, I could stick
around Bowling Green for a little
longer, and my roommates and I
could make Anderson Arena our
ultimate bachelor pad. Maybe
the Sideline Squad could move
in with us as well. It is rather spaWe could work out deals so I'll
go out of town during volleyball
and gymnastics functions, and
I'll rid the new composite floor of
week-old pizza boxes for other
University functions. I pay
$168.75 a month at Greenbriar,
but III go up to $250 plus electric
if you're willing Do we have a
deal?
If we do, that would be great.
Maybe "MTV Cribs'* could come
to the place, and I'd show them.
It's a shame and all that the basketball team might be leaving
After all, Anderson is considered
the best arena to play at in the
Mid-American Conference. I
don't think I've ever seen an
m with such a home-team
advantage like Anderson. It
seems after every game, opposARENA, PAGE 10

File Photo

LAYUP: Bowling Green's Sakima Smith drives to the basket against Wisconson-Milwaukee on December 8, 2001.

Falcons clipped in OT
By lason A. Dixon
ac NEWS

THE

Some say that good things
come to those whose wait,
winch may be the reason why
the Ohio Bobcats Utilized a late
second-hall urge and overtime
to upend the women's basket
ball team, 78-69.
The Falcons 38-29 lead at
halftime did little to faze the
Bobcats as ihey began 11
ond half on an 18-9 run capped
off by the Bobcats' Andrea
lohnson, who drew Ohio even
at 47-47 with I IKK left In the
game Candace Bates, who
added IS points, hit a 3-poinler
lead
The three-point margin was
the first lead lor the Bobcats
since the opening minutes of
the first-hall However, the
Falcons wasted little time
regaining the lead as Stcfanie

Wenzel scored two of her teamhigh 20 points, followed by
Dana Western Schuka's basket
that gave BG a 51-50 lead at the
8:51 mark.
A bucket by Lindsay Austin
and a 3-pointer by Wenzel gave
the Falcons a 56-50 lead that
was part of a 9-0 run. But as
time wound down in regulation
the Bobcats seemingly countered with the patience they
exuded the entire game, pulling
to within two at 65-63.
I hen with 1:03 remaining in
the game Kim Greich, who
Bcored 12 first-half points, was
sent to the line where she split,
giving the Falcons a 66-63 lead
and Ohio a chance to tie the
baUgame. With 22 seconds,
Ohio's Cathy Szall connected on
a three-point play that tied the
game up 66-66. After a timeout
the Falcon's were left with 14.5

seconds on the clock, and as
Austin began to penetrate she
kicked the ball out to WestemSchuka. who's 3-point attempt
went off the front of the rim.
Greich scrambled to get die ball
in the paint and heaved a desperation shot that missed as
time expired.
Although, the Falcons ended
up taken a three-point shot with
the game all even at 66, head
coach Curt Miller felt that he
needed to give his senior a
chance to win the game.
"It was a tough call to make
having only 14 seconds with
this team, because we pride
ourselves on being a team",
Miller said. "On the other side of
things, when Ohio really needed a basket they went to one of
their seniors. We had many
options, and ironically we got a
shot from our senior (Westem-

Schuka), and you couldn't ask
for more".
Themissalthecndof regulation would prove to be costly, as
Lori Moorman's 22nd point
began the scoring in the extra
session. The Bobcats would
exercise their lead with timely
free throw shooting, while holding the Falcons to only three
points in overtime providing the
final margin of victory for Ohio.
It appeared that BG had the
Bobcats number during the
opening half, because they
allowed one player to reach
double-figures, while limiting
Ohio to just 32 percent shooting
from the field.
It was clear that the second half was a different story for BG,
but Miller felt very pleased with
the effort his team put forth in

As usual, the NFIi Pro
Bowl rosters are a work in
progress, changing as players
weigh the benefits of a week
in Hawaii against a week of
healing from the long season.
So far, well over a dozen have
chosen healing.
One chose marriage.
Matt Birks wedding is set
for Friday, and the Minnesota
Vikings center decided that
would take precedence over
playing in Saturday's game
His roster spot was turned
over to leremy Newberry of
the San Francisco 49ers.
Birk had perhaps the most
unique and best excuse for
missing the game. Other
more traditional alibis came
straight from clubs' training
rooms. A banged-up knee
kept Kansas City tight end
Tony Gonzalez home. Green
Bay quarterback Brett Favre
sent his regrets because of a
combination of stomach and
back aches.
Any resemblance between
the AFC and NFC rosters at
game time on Saturday and
the ones assembled last
month is purely coincidental.
In the aftermath of their
Super Bowl loss to New
England, two St. Louis Rams
players pulled out of the
game Tuesday. Wide receiver
Isaac Bruce and tackle
Orlando Pace are staying
home Originally, loe Horn of
New Orleans was named to
replace Bruce, but he was
also unable to play and the
spot went to Torry Holt of St.
I uuis. Tra Thomas of
Philadelphia takes Pace's
place.
The replacements missed
the Super Bowl but they're
still in for some bigtime fun.
Nobody throws a bener parry
than the NFL, and the league
is dedicated to making the
fto Bowl an appealing climax
to the season instead of an
All-Star afterthought.
The game package has
been upgraded to make the
trek to Hawaii more appealing for players and coaches
worn out from the grind of
regular season and playoffs.
Now the deal includes two
first-class tickets instead of
one, top-flight hotel accom-
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Falcons to play Ohio at
Anderson Arena tonight
By Erik Cassano
THE BG NEWS

Kent Slate's basketball team
appears to be running away with
the Mid American Conference's
Easlern Division. The Golden
Flashes have a three game lead
and a 10-1 conference record. With
less than 10 regular season games
left, that makes it quite difficult for
any team to catch them.
It doesn't make the stretch run a
wash for the rest of the division,
however. Second place will be on
the line tonight as Bowling Green
hosts Ohio at Anderson Arena. Tipoff is at 7 p.m. The game could be
critical in jockeying for MAC
Tournament seeding. Right now,
Ohio and Bowling Green are the
conference's third and fourth seeds
respectively.
Heading into tonight, Ohio is in
second place, one game ahead of
die Falcons with a 7-3 conference
record. B(, is 8-4 in the MAC following Monday's loss at Kent State.

Falcons a leg up on a tiebreak if the
teams finish the regular season
deadlocked. BG's regular season
finale is at Ohio March 2.
The Bobcats have a trio of
juniors averging double-figure
points per game. Six-foot-seven
forward Brandon Hunter is nearly
averaging a double-double. He is
his team's leading scorer at 17.8
points per game and the team's
leading rebt Hinder at 9.4 per game.
Sonny lohnson, a 6' 5" foward, is
averaging 16.2 points per game
Ohio's best all-around player has
a local connection. Steve
Esterkamp, brother of former
Falcon Dave Esterkamp, is the
team's third-leading scorer at 14.2
points per game. He leads the
team in assists (37), steals (381, field
goal percentage (.541) and freethrow percentage (.829).
Tonight will be the first trip to BG
for first-year Ohio coach Tim
O'Shea.
"When you talk about Bowling

(Keith) McLeod and (Len) Matcla,"
he said. "This is a team that plays
really well at home. We won at
Marshall, and hopefully we can
carry that momentum into
Bowling Green."
Ohio defeated Marshall 94-78
Saturday despite not having
Hunter, who was serving a onegame suspension.
"I think that game proved we're
more than just Brandon Hunter,"
O'Shea said. Esterkamp picked up
the slack for Hunter, finishing with
29 points.
On BG's end, this is the next in a
series of important games down
the stretch.
"It means a lot to us, not just the
game, but for the race," BG guard
Cory Ryan said. "We need to get
back to playing like we used to."
Ryan said in order to beat Ohio,
BG will need to play good defense
on the entire team, not just the
best players.
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GOING UP STRONG: BG forward Brent Klassen goes hard
♦n thp hnnn in a rarpnt oamp aaainst Miami
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Contracts extended for MLB
By Ronald Blum
THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS

NEW YORK —
Baseball backed down
Tuesday from eliminating the Minnesota
Twins and Montreal
Expos this season, but
commissioner Bud
Selig still vowed to
shrink the major
leagues by 2003.
Stung by a streak of
legal losses, Selig
admitted defeat for
contraction in 2002. A
day
earlier,
the
Minnesota Supreme
Court refused to hear
an appeal to lift the
injunction that forces
the Twins to honor its
2002 lease at the
Metrodome.
"I couldn't really rest
in peace. Now I can,"
Twins outfielder Torii
Hunter said. "It's the
front office people who
needed to know in
case they had to find
other jobs. And the

beer vendors and
other workers. It's sad
that they could lose
their jobs."
Owners voted Nov. 6
to eliminate two teams
but did not specify
which ones. Their
labor negotiators later
told the players' association the Twins and
Expos.were targeted.
Montreal,
which
joined the major
leagues in 1969, is likely to exist for only more
season. The Expos
have drawn few fans in
recent years and
owner Jeffrey Loria is in
the process of selling
the franchise to the
other teams for $120
million. Loria also is
buying the Florida
Marlins from John
Henry for $158.5 million, and deals are likely to be approved by
major league owners
on Reb. 12.
The commissioner's
office will appoint

Astros try
to distance
ballpark
fom Enron

someone to run the
Expos this year and the
team would then
either be eliminated or
moved, perhaps to
Washington.
The attempt to eliminate the Twins could
wind up resulting in
government funding
for a new ballpark in
Minnesota,
which
would ensure the
team's longterm survival. Selig could then
turn to other candidates for contraction,
such as Tampa Bay,
Miami, Oakland and
Anaheim.
"While the clubs
would have preferred
to contract for 2002
and begin addressing
the economic issues
immediately, events
outside of our direct
control, including yesterday's court decision
in Minnesota, have
required us to move
the date of contraction
to 2003," Selig said.

As recently as last
week, Selig had vowed
to press on, saying the
elimination of teams
was needed to stem
industry losses, which
he claims totaled hundreds of millions of
dollars last year. His
announcement came
just nine days before
the start of spring
training.
"Contraction was an
initiative of the 30
clubs and continues to
be wholly supported
by that group," he said.
"The clubs recognize
that our current economic circumstance
make
contraction
absolutely inevitable,
as certain franchises
simply cannot compete and cannot generate enough revenues
to survive. Quite a few
of our clubs advocate
contraction by as
many as four clubs."

Patriots return
home to parade
By lay Lindsay
IHE ASSOCAITE0 PRESS

By Pam Easton
IHE ASSOCIAtED PRESS

HOUSTON — The Houston
Astros don't want the name
"Enron Held" atop their 2-yearold ballpark.
"Thousands of people who
have been adversely affected by
the Enron collapse are being
reminded on a daily basis of this
continuing tragedy," attorneys
for Astros owner Drayton
McLane wrote in a motion filed
Tuesday with the New York court
overseeing Enron's bankruptcy.
The team wants the bankruptcy court to force Enron to make a
decision on whether to honor the
30-year, $100 million naming
rights agreement signed in 1999.
"The Enron logo displayed on
the Stadium wrongly suggests to
the public that the Astros are
associated with the alleged bad
business practices of Enron," the
motion states. "As it stands, the
Houston Astros arguably are
viewed as Enron's team."

BOSTON — The New
England Patriots were dismissed as mediocre, called
lucky when they moved
through the playoffs, and
seen as sacrificial lambs in
the Super Bowl.
On Tuesday, the Patriots
were simply Super Bowl
champions to the estimated
1.2 million fans who packed
the streets of Boston and City
Hall Plaza
The players took the
chance to revel in their 20-17
win over the heavily favored
St. IJOUIS Rams and insisted
there was nothing improbable about it, even though
they were underdogs in
every postseason game.
"Wc kept our mouths shut
and got the job done when
nobody gave us a chance in
hell of doing it," said wide
receiver Troy Brown, as he
held the Super Bowl trophy
aloft.
"City of Boston, it's been a
long time coming, huh?"

defensive back Lawyer
Milloy told the crowd packed
shoulder-to-shoulder in City
Hall Plaza
"They labeled us underdogs, they gave us no
respect. We've got our respect
now, right?" he said, before
leading the crowd in a chant
of "We're No. 1!"
Coach Bill Belichick
remembered the season's
start six months ago at training camp, when few thought
they had a shot at a title.
"It's been a long voyage
and a long journey," he said.
"We took the last step of the
way Sunday night, and I feel
like our journey's complete
now."
The last time Boston
sports fans had a chance to
celebrate a title at City Hall
was 1986, when Larry Bird
and die Celtics won lire NBA
championship. The dty was
so desperate for a winner it
held a rally for Colorado's
Stanley Cup title last year
because former Bruin Ray
Bourque finally got his ring.
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TAKE YOUR MARK; A Falcon swimmer prepares to take off on the block. The Bowling Gteen men's and
women's swimming and diving squads fell to Miami and Ohio last weekend at Cooper Pool. The men
lost 178-65 to Miami and 166-77 to Ohio. The women lost 196-47 to Miami and 191.5-51.5 to Ohio.

Check out the BG News Website at

www.bgnews.com

,*$EfcCA 2002/2003 LISTING
*-•-—•■- Signing Leases NOW

Sericois

524 N. Enterprise St.

Coming For
August 16th MOVE IN

Discounts

Close to campus!
1 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C
$475-$525/mo.

Brand New Hillsdale
fcr

www.counciltravel.com
1-800-2COUNCIL

Bentwood Subdivision
1453,1454,1459,1460 Brookvvood Dr.

1082 Fairview Ave.
2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Townhouses
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer Hook ups
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher
Starting at $680/Mo + Utilities

Students

Stop by the oHice at
104 > N. Main St.
forci mplete listing or

Ca II 353-5800

■M»I!MFKM*W

jfC\Y^
M...,.,„<•. Itllt

Brand New
Apartments and Houses

4 Bedroom, Unfurnished, 2 car garage
Lease 8/15/02-8/12/03
$1500/mo.

<fr
GREENBRIAR. iHC.
44". 1 \si WOOMIK Si • !r>2 1)717
III*-'.

http://w» vv.wcnct.org/-inecca/

rnujon Hoars
/^ THE HOUSE
/ / THRT ROARS!

Lost about nutrition answers?
Need a place to start?
Try:

WELLNESS@bgnet.bgsu.edu

BGSU MEH'S BASKETBALL
STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE
WITH VALID BESU ID

TONIGHT VS.

DhlD

7!ODPM

BGSU MEN'S BASKET BALL
SATURDAY VS. MARSHALL

1 :DDPM

iMK.

WWW.BGSUFALCONS.COM

E-mail your questions and concernts regarding any aspect of nutrition, and our Registered
Pk-tician and nutrition peer educators will provide ACCURATE and RELIABLE answers.
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NFL still selecting
Pro Bowl players
BOWL. FROM PAGE 8

modations and limousines to
transport players and guests
around the island.
That made no difference to
Philadelphia comerback Troy
Vincent, hobbling around on a
sore hamstring. He was replaced
Tuesday by Champ Bailey of the
Washington Redskins.
Vincent's injury and the addition of Thomas left the Eagles'
representation at a league-high
seven players. Two other Eagles,
quarterback Donovan McNabb
and tight end Chad lewis, were
added on Monday.
Lewis was added to the NFC
roster as a need player and the
AFC added tight end Duane
Carswell of Denver to balance the
rosters.
Comerback Ty Law and wide
receiver Troy Brown, both important contributors to New
England's Super Bowl victory
over St. Louis, are also replacement Pro Bowl players.
law, who returned an inter-

ception for the first touchdown of
the Super Bowl, was added on
Friday to replace Oakland's
Charles Woodson, out with a bad
toe. Brown got the call earlier in
human, as a fill-in for Denver's
Rod Smith, who is nursing a bad
ankle.
Other replacement parts
include Cincinnati running back
Corey Dillon for Pittsburgh's
Jerome Bettis, Pittsburgh wide
receiver Hines Ward for
Jacksonville's Jimmy Smith,
Dallas linebacker Dexter Coakley
for Derrick Brooks, Minnesota
tight end Byron Chamberlain for
Wesley Walls, Indianapolis tight
end Ken Dilger for Gonzalez and
San Diego comerback Ryan
McNeil for Miami Sam Madison.
Also, guard Adam Timmemian
of St. Louis for Dallas' Larry Allen,
defensive tackle Ted Washington
of Chicago for Tampa Bay's
Warren Sapp, Jacksonville defensive tackle Gary Walker for
Denver's Trevor Pryce, and
Denver linebacker Al Wilson for
Miami's Zach Thomas.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Anderson Arena debated
ARENA, FROM PAGE 8

ing players talk about how hard
it is to play here during the press
conference. I'm sure the new
arena would be exactly the
same way. At least I think it
would. What would happen if it
wasnt?
What if the new 'House that
Roared' only meowed? If you
built it too big, it could happen.
I've been to a couple of games
at the Convo down at Ohio
University. They could fill 8,000
people in their Arena, and it
would still look like a small
crowd for the 13,000 seat place.
1 would be totally satisfied with
my 5,000 seat apartment. I
think 1 would put my bed right
where Anthony Stacey hit the
shot to set the BG scoring
record. Or maybe where Keith
McLeod hit the game-winning
three-pointer to beat Michigan.
1 love a place with history.
Its location would be great,
right in the heart of campus. I
could watch all the campus stu-

dents walk past Anderson
Arena for their near mile-long
hike to the new arena in that
cold Bowling Green winter. The
alumni would have a place to
park, though.
I'm sure the new arena would
help recruiting, much better
than old, rickety Anderson.
How could you market
Anderson Arena to a recruit? It's
only one of the greatest spectacles in college basketball when
the crowd goes wild and the
Sideline Squad is doing cartwheels next to opposing players. Why wouldrrt a kid out of
high school want to play at a
place that is considered as the
best place to play in the MAC?
Man, I would love to call
Anderson Arena my home. I
consider it one of the greatest
diamonds in the rough. I hope
you feel the same way because
Anderson Arena without basketball would be heartbreaking
loss for many of us who never
want to see it go.

Check us out...
www.BGNews.com

Falcon
strategy is
multifaceted

Falcon
women
fall in
overtime
WOMEN. FROM PAGE 8

MEN, FROM PAGE 8

the defeat
"I think this was a great college game. It wasn't necessarily a fan's game, and there
were lots of fouls,'' Miller said.
"I enjoyed coaching in it, but
the big thing was that Ohio
was 3-0 in overtime games
prior to this one. They had the
momentum, but I thought
our people played well, and I
think we were one shot away
from being in second place
tonight"
The Falcons (7-15,4-7) loss
to Ohio leaves them down at
this moment but far from
being out BG has five games
remaining in the regular season, with two at Anderson
Arena

"It's not just shutting two
players down," he said. "We
need to shut their whole team
down on defense. We have to
not let them do what they
want to da
"We need to look at what
we did wrong Monday night
and just play better overall..
every matchup is going to be
key."

88.1FMWBGU
Tonight: Men versus Ohio
Commentary: Andy Batch
and Rob Vaughan
Pregame: 6:30 at Ziggy
Zoomba's

BG
e News welcomes your ideas for future stories
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Check us out at www.bgnews.com
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Call us at 372 6966 *
*A toy Store and a Whole Lot More!*

BG NEWS

EARN EXPERIENCE &
A PAYCHECK!
Student Publications is now accepting
applications for a sales account executive.

Always yyatching
for news!

Great earning potential
Flexible hours
Valuable sales experience

Professor TinKe^ls

Workshop

£3
We <M-t*« a.

A SALUTE
TO THE MOVIES

THE V-DAY COLLEGE CAMPAIGN

REA1 ESTATE, INC.
Rental OIBce 354 2260
I

»LOCATION: Bowling Green
Army Recruiting Station
1616 E. Wooster St.. Suite H
Bowling Green, OH
» DATE: Register Mon - Fri.
9 atn-5 pm
» CONTACT: Bowling Green
Army Recruiting Station
419-352-7541

Sponsored by: CASO, CITE, PCA, Wellness Connection. Student
Health Center, Women's Studies, Residence Life, Resident
Student Associates. Sociology. Student Activities, Theater
Department, Theta Alpha Phi- Ohio Lota Chapter
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GREENBRIAR
APARTMENTS
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers &
garbage disposals

fti6 & 522 E. Merrv Avenue
$625 - $725 mo. + electric
Field Manor Apartments
$625 - $675 mo. + electric

Cleveland-Marshall
College of Law
Open House
February 21. 2002
6 p.m.
1801 Euclid Ave.

Find out
how great
we are.
•I

CAME TO OHIO FROM MICHIGAN

TO STUDY LAW.

I LIKED MEETING

AND INTERACTING WITH THE STUDENTS
AND THE FACULTY ADVISOR IN APILSA

Frazee Avenue Apartments
$625 - $675 mo. + electric
425 East Court Street
$70o/mo + gas & electric

(ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER LAW
STUDENT ASSOCIATION).

Now,

I'M

THE PRESIDENT OF THE ORGANIZATION.
VINM C

TRICU

IN APILSA WE WORK TO MAKE

SURE OUR ASIAN STUDENTS ARE

CLEVELAND-MARSHALL
COLLEGE
2ND TEAR

or

LAW

LAW STUDIMI

PRESIDENT

or APILSA

WELCOMED AND WE HELP THEM FIND
THE SUPPORT NECESSARY TO SUCCEED
IN LAW SCHOOL."

\

LEARN ABOUT
THE APPLICATION PROCESS. FINANCIAL AID. ANO CAREER OPPORTUNITIES.
SIGN UP TO ATTENO THE FEBRUARY OPEN HOUSE
BY EMAIL: AOMISSIONSCLAW.CSUOHIO.EDU OR DROP A NOTE TO:

$150.00 OFF
taken Der
Discount laken
per unit U 1_.IT V/L31 1
expires on 2/15/02

(

MI Yutll nmeuinu e vVf \iv I n .lied
\i tin 1 UIIMSICI Street, across
lu.ni I.KU I Ml
— "

to win free movie tickets to a nearby
participating movie theater. And check
out over 200 ways you can become
AN ARMY OF ONE.

All proceeds go lo Iho Survivor Emergency Fund
in order to assist victims of violence with court costs.
transportation, books, and tuition.

School Year One Person Rale $420 00
One Year One Person Rale $370 00
720 SECOND . One Bedroom Furnished
School Year One Person Rale - $420 00
One Year One Person Rale $365 00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year Furnished - One Person - $395.00
One Year Furnished One Person $350 00
402 HIGH Two Bedrooms, I Bath. Furn or Unfurn
School Year Furnished Two Person - $590 00
One Year Furnished Two Person $475 00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. I Bath.
School Year One Person Rate $450 00
One Yen One Person Rate $400 00
701 FOURTH ■ Two Bedroom Furnished.
I Balh Plus Vanity In BR
School Year Two Person Rale • $620.00
OlM Yr.ir Two Person Rale $520 00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity in Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate $560 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate $470 00
707 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity in Hall
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate $460.00
802 SIXTH Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. I Balh Plus Vanity
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate $610 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate ■ $510 00
(HO »5I) SIXTH Rock Ledce Manor
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Balhs. Dishwashers
School Year Furnished • Two Person Rate $640.00
One Yi-.u hirnished Two Person Rate - $530 00
818 SEVENTH Two Bedrooms. I Balh. Vanity In Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate $545 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rale $450.00
841 EIGHTH Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rale $550 00
One Year Two Person Rate $470 00
724 S. College Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. I 1/2 Balhs. Dishwashers
School Year • Two Person Rale • $640.00
One Yen Two Person Rale $530 00

(.ill |()ll.\ NKWIOVK

Lights. Camera. Army. Visit your local
Army recruiting station for the chance

S5- Students, Seniors, Military
S8- Faculty, Staff. Community
S15-Patrons
Box Office located in 407 South Hall
Open from 10-4 Monday-Thursday Or call 372-9616

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn or llnfitm

We have many other mills available Stop in the Rental
Office for a complete brochure

• • • • •

Performances:
February 10-12.2002
All Performances begin al 8 PM
Location:
Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Furnished I-flu ten ics with full bath
School Year One Person Rale $380.00
One Year One Person Rale $340 00
505 CI.OUC-H Campus Manor
Two Bedroom Furnished One Baih Plus Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rale - $65000
One Year Two Person Rale ■ $560 00

fufj Jt/rte

3 w/BGSUID f"

by Eve Ensler

451 THURSTIN Across trom Oftenhatier

Brio
Lego
Tomy
Playmobil
Thomas the
tank engine
• + Much More

Woodland Mall * 354-2307"

Stop by 204 West Hall for an application,
or call Tonya at 372-0430 for more information.

517 E. RF.F.D - Al Thurstin One- Bedroom. I Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rale $540 00
One Year Two Person Rale $450 00
521 E MERRY Close to Offenhaiier
Furnished one hath
School Year Two Person Rale $685 00
One Year Two Person Rate $570 00

•
•
•
•
•

*4> lUt/i,
A K-**f ffJe^cAcLrKt.-se

Students must have excellent communication
skills, be highly motivated and have own transportation. The position runs March-May.

LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!

m

WOOSTER

Cleveland State University
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS • CLEVELAND-MARSHALL COLLEGE OF LAW
2121 EUCLID AVENUE LB I 15 • CLEVELAND. OHIO 441 I 5-2214

Tffly

Greek Service

Page2
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Wiles anticipates help from DM
By JeMiea S turkey
Gavel guest reporter

Alex Wiles appears to be just
like every other nine-year-old
boy. He loves sports, plays the
piano, watches television and
enjoys reading Harry Potter
books. Just by looking at him.
you would never be able to
guess that Alex is one of the
many kids benefiting from this
year's Dance Marathon.
For the Wiles family, the long
battle with Alex's health started
about seven years ago. When
Alex was two years old, his parents, Jerry and Mary Lou Wiles,
found out that their son suffered from an e-coli infection
that had destroyed his kidneys.
Because of this, Alex had to
undergo a kidney transplant.
It was during his transplant
that Alex acquired a virus
known as Epstein-Barr.
"We believe that the virus,
combined with one of his antirejection medications, caused
Alex to develop the disease,"
Mr. Wiles said.
The disease that he is speaking , of
is
Post-Transplant
Lymphoproliferative Disease, or
PTLD. The PTLD disease then
led to a type of Non-Hodgkin's
Lymphoma known as Burkitt's
Lymphoma, the cancer for
which Alex is now being treated.
Alex receives a shot once a
week to help boost his red blood
cell level, and will soon have a
CAT Scan done to find out if
chemotherapy is the next step
in his treatment.
Alex also has a device called a
port, which he has cleverly
nicknamed "Harry Porter." A
port is a small plastic or metal
container surgically placed
under the skin and attached to a
central venous catheter inside
the body. Blood and fluids can
enter or leave the body through
the port using a special needle.
Although having lymphoma
requires that Alex constantly
travel back and forth to the hospital to see doctors and receive
various treatments, he maintains a positive attitude and
even jokes around about it.
"The last time we thought I'd
break my record." Alex said.

"My record for days in the hospital is 30. but this last time I
came close to beating it: I was in
for 17 days."
It was during many visits to
Saint Vincent's that Alex and
his family learned about the
benefits that the University's
Dance Marathon offers to Saint
Vincent's and the Children's
Miracle Network.
"We were made aware of the
Children's Miracle Network
when Alex had his transplant,"
Mr. Wiles said "We have witnessed the benefits of it and the
Dance Marathon through the
advantages Alex receives when
he is at Saint V's Alex has
always had a television and
games in his room and the great
playroom at the hospital is also
a benefit of the money raised
from Dance Marathon."
According to Lea Daniels,
family relations chair for the
University's Dance Marathon,
families are chosen to be part of
the marathon according to a
very strict set of criteria.
"Families arc chosen based on
their financial stability, security
and how long they have been
part of the hospital," Daniels
said. "The Wiles are a good
example of the type of family
chosen to be a part of the
Marathon."
In total, 25 to 30 families will
participate in the University's
Dance Marathon. F.ach come
from very diverse backgrounds
and have children with many
different illnesses.
Mefty Lechman, director of
the Children's Miracle Network,
is among those who choose the
families for Dance Marathon. It
was Lechman who asked the
Wiles to participate in this
year's Marathon.
"Mefty called us one day and
started to tell us about the
marathon," Mrs. Wiles said.
"She asked us if we'd be interested in taking part in it, since
we were aware of the Dance
Marathon through Children's
Miracle Network and just from
living in Bowling Green. We
thought it would be good to get
Alex involved with it."
Alex and his family are excited for March's Marathon.
"We are excited because we

see it as an excellent opportunity to help the cause." Mrs. Wiles
said.
Some families, however, are
not as eager to participate in the
Marathon.
"Sometimes families, especially the fathers, are apprehensive
at first about participating, until
they see the good that comes
from it." Daniels said.
Alex is especially looking forward to the Marathon because
it's a chance to play.
"I don't like spaghetti though,
so one thing I'm definitely not
looking forward to is the
spaghetti dinner." Alex said.
Like any cancer patient. Alex
has his good days and his bad.
"He seems to have lost a lot of
energy in the past year," his
mother said. "It has gotten bet
ter since he has started his medication though."
One of the downsides of the
lymphoma is that Alex tires
more easily than he normally
would. This is partially due to
the fact that the Epstein-Barr
virus that is believed to have
contributed to the development
of Alex's lymphoma is also
linked to the mono virus, of
which the main side effects are
loss of energy and fatigue.
Having the illness has limited
Alex's ability to do many things
that kids his age enjoy, but he
handles it well. "He can't always
go outside and play anymore
like he'd like to." Mrs. Wiles
said.
Alex, however, does not see
lymphoma as the reason why he
cannot play as often as he
would like "I can't go out and
play because I'm always doing
homework," he said.
Alex attended fourth grade at
Conneaut Elementary School
for the first eight weeks of the
year, but after being diagnosed
with lymphoma. he had to stay
home from school.
"I can't go to school because 1
can't get the other kid's germs,"
he explained. "But that doesn't
really bother me all the time."
Alex does go in and visit his
class occasionally, wearing a
mask to protect him against the
germs.
"My teacher joked around
and asked the class if anyone

STILL SMILING: Alec Wiles hm suytd ponilw Uxa«houi hB tank with PTLD Wite
B one ol Ihr Chlldrms Mine* Nnwxk kkfe thx will btntfll from Ihr Marathon ki Match

knew why I got to wear a
Halloween mask to class," Alex
said. "The class said it was
because they wouldn't get my
germs!"
Even though he cannot
attend school regularly. Alex
manages to stay caught up with
his work and is even ahead in
some of his classes.
"I'm always doing homework." he said. Soon the family
will have a tutor coming to the
house to help Alex with his
studies.
The Wiles family has had a lot
of support during Alex's ordeal.
"My third grade class sent lots
of cards, and my class this year
made a video for me." Alex said.
"They were trying to tell jokes
to cheer me up. but half of them
weren't finished."
The Wiles are also looking forward to the additional support
Alex will receive at Dance
Marathon and are excited to
meet other Bowling Green residents participating in the event.
'We are hoping to make a
connection with other families

that are going through similar
situations, especially other families from the Bowling Green
area." Mr. Wiles said.
The Wiles moved to Bowling
Green in June 2001 from Old
Fort. Ohio. They decided to
move here so that Mr. Wiles, a
pastor, would have the opportunity to develop his church, the
Turning Point
Community
Church.
Despite the lymphoma. hospital visits and treatments. Alex
is more concerned right now
about when he is going to be
able to see the new "Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone."
"We'll go once the crowds in
the theaters die down," Mr
Wiles said. "We don't want to
take any risks."
While some activities that
Alex once did without a second
thought now need to be put on
hold, like going to see a movie,
for example. Alex is handling
having lymphoma quite well.
"He's a tough kid." Mr. Wiles
said. "We know that he'll get
through this.
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Local African-American
heroes should be recognized
African-American accomplishments more than month-long fad
Throughout February television specials on
African-American heroes
appear on every network. Events
are held in the name of Martin
Luther King Jr.. Rosa Parks and
Thurgood Marshall—all great
leaders. But. if we're going to
take.a month to examine the
accomplishments of AfricanAmericans, lets start locally.
At the University there are
nearly 1,000 students with
African-American lineage: 1.000
students that make a difference
every day.
For example, the Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority, like others, was
built on a foundation of community service. The chapter has
sponsored free health screenings

for Toledo-area children and
managed the "Ivy Academy." an
after-school mentoring program
Men In Alpha Phi Alpha hosted
a week of philanthropic events In
October to support Project Alpha.
The program, which the fraternity developed, sends University
men into middle schools to educate Toledo's youth about their
role in teen pregnancy.
The women in the Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority. Inc. were among
the first to react to the Sept 11
terrorist attacks. They immediately began collecting clothing and
donations for the American Red
Cross. The chapter also participates in the fight against breast
cancer by hosting a walk In
Bowling Green each year.

The Phi Beta Sigma fraternity
camped outside the Education
Building for four days in cold
October Their Project Sleep campaign raised funds for The Family
House, a homeless shelter In
Toledo.
The National Pan-Hellenic
Council and its chapters "do it
for the kids" in the University's
Dance Marathon each year.
Individually, African American
Greeks are making a difference as
leaders in the National PanHellenic Council, the NAACP,
Black Student Union. University
Student Government and many
other organizations. AfricanAmerican students are going to
class, holding jobs and volunteering in the community. And they

do it all year long.
It is appropriate that we designate a month to remember the
difference African-American leaders made. They had a profound
impact on the way we live our
lives today. But they are also the
past They are part of AfricanAmerican history.
Today. African-Americans, especially students, are changing the
world every day They wage battles against inequality and fight
for a color-blind world—every
day.
Remember our local heroes as
you celebrate black history In
February, and all 337 other days
in the year.
You can respond to The Cave/ by writtng togayel@listproc.bgsu.edu
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Throughout the higher education community. It Is a relatively
common belief that one's collegiate experience shapes an individual's attitudes and values, acting as
a catalyst for the maturing process.
It has always been my opinion that
the true mark of genuine maturity
Is when a person takes concern for
others before concern for him or
herself. 1 would like to apply this
thought to the 2002 Dance
Marathon.

At the University, no other philanthropic event Is revered with
such pride and enthusiasm Last
year alone, the 32-hour event
raised $275,000. with the post
expense sum of $203,000 going to
the Children's Miracle Network. I
am not afraid to say—with great
fervor -that a huge portion of this
money was the result of the Greek
community. With this being the
case, I am proud to be Greek. At
the same time however, I must
issue this reminder: DO IT FOR
THE KIDS!
My reminder may cause some
people to ask. "Who else would
you be doing It for?" With no disrespect intended, look no further
than your organization or even
your mirror.
Someone once wrote. "The trou-

ble with some people Is that every
time they think, it's of themselves." Do not let this be the case
with Greek Involvement in Dance
Marathon With less than two
months until the 2002 Marathon,
talk of the DM Gold Cup and Spirit
Award are becoming commonplace
in many chapters. With this comes
additional comparison of other
organization's fundraislng efforts
and methods, with monetary
amounts raised also drawing speculation. It Is almost as If Greeks put
more emphasis on who gives how
much, as opposed to who is the
recipient. We may find ourselves
asking. "How can we win the cup?"
more than "How can we help?"
In regards to the "cup" and other
praises associated with participating In Dance Marathon, just be

mindful that we, as a society, make
a living by what we gain, but life is
made by what we give.
Your chapter may be the most
spirited. It may even raise the most
money Your chapter may make a
conscientious effort to win the
Dance Marathon awards, but
before you exert vour effort Into
personal fame and glory, be aware
of the fact that truly good and
wholesome things cannot be
touched, cannot be held. Good
things can only be felt.
In 15 years no one is going to
remember who won the Dance
Marathon Gold Cup In 2002. but I
can promise you this: There are
children benefiting from your
efforts that will never forget the
sacrifices we made in honor of the
rest of their lives.
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Cooks create cuisine for Greeks
ByPhilGreenbtrg
PR Director
The room is hoi and beads of
sweat are beginning to form on
their foreheads. Steam is pouring
out and the radio blares. All around
it is quiet, not a sound except for
the humming of machines all
around them. Then it happens, a
rush of hands and voices fly into
the room... lunch is ready.
For University Greek cooks, it's
all in a days work when you cook
for more than 40 people.
Many of the fraternities and
sororities at the University choose
to hire cooks because of the many
benefits they bring to their chapters. Rain. snow, or shine the cooks
prepare fresh food five days a week
for lunch and dinner. Everything
from shrimp, grilled cheese, to a
homemade turkey dinner (with
sniffing) can be found on the plates
of University Creeks.
"You get what you want, and it's
cheaper than having a meal plan,"
Kappa Kappa Gamma member,
Lauren Taylor said "It's always

accessible, you can get food whenever you want."
The time eating together helps
foster a family atmosphere that
helps create tighter bonds between
members Greek cooks are an integral part of this process, letting
members decide what meals they
want and how much to make each
week.
"She makes enough food for us
at night, which is great for latenight munchies and food fights."
Jamie Wolf, member of Kappa
Gamma member, said.
Fellow Kappa Kappa Gamma
member Jessica Bruns agreed.
"She let's us make the menus for
the meals we want that week."
limns said.
Greek cooks also get a lot out of
cooking for a fraternity or sorority.
"I just love it, you get a chance to
know all the girls." said Barbara
Self, who has been Pi Beta Phis
cook since 1990.
Trish Sievert. cook for Phi Kappa
Tau, added. "It's not boring and
people come in and talk to me.

Everybody seems really nice. I stay
busy."
Many Greek cooks worked for
corporations before "going Greek."
"1 worked for a food service company and didn't like it. I saw an ad
in the paper for a house cook, and
ever since then I have been here,"
Kappa Kappa Gamma cook. Susie
Gamby said.
Like Gamby. other chapter cooks
were introduced to Greek life by an
ad in the local paper.
"I saw the ad in the paper, il
looked interesting, so I applied."
said Sievert.
Some cooks have been with a
Greek chapter for over a decade.
From seeing and interacting with
the same people everyday, a
unique bond is formed between a
house and ils cook. Most members
feel they can go to their cooks for
guidance and support for just
alxHit anything.
"You get a chance to get to know
all the girls," said Self. "My girls, for
S« COOKS, Page 7
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HOME MADE: Barbara Self prepares cookies for members of Pi Beta Phi.
1 he chapter, like many at the University, employs a cook during ihe week.

The University Bookstore
Will be CLOSED for Moving March 9-17.
• BGSU Souvenirs
• BGSU Shirts & Sweatshirts
• New & Used Textbooks
Mon - Thurs: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Open Saturdays: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Phone: 372-2851

• Greeting Cards
• Art & School Supplies
•Gifts

Seniors Order Your
• Cap and Gown
• Announcements
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FRATERNITY FOR ALL: la!,
Ijltle and Michael Dunston (LeD to
Rtf/u/'Mnd outside the Alpha Plii Alplia
fraternity house on Thurstln Avenue.
Prestigious men like Martin Lutlier King
Jr., Cornell West, rinirfjood Marsliall and
Jesse Owens are all members of the iralemily.

Alphas tiy to follow in
prominent footsteps
Minority fraternity attempts to live up to the image that previous members left
By' I ai i ii kj Lawson
Gavel guest reporter
A Nobel Prize Winner, a Harvard
professor, a Supreme Court Justice
and an Olympic Cold medallist. This
is the company one keeps as a member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. Reverend Martin Luther King Jr..
Cornell West. Thurgood Marshall
and Jesse Owens are just a handful of
the prestigious past members of the
fraternity.
The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Inc.. began at Cornell University as a
social studies club for African-

American males The group was
establisl>ed to fill a void of social and
cultural interaction**on the Ivy
League campus. On Dec. 4,1906, the
fraternity was founded by seven of
the original members of the social
studies club. In January 1908. the fraternity was incorporated under the
laws of New York State and was recognized as the fust African-American
fraternal organization.
Today, the fraternity still stands at
the forefront of the African American
community's fight for civil rights and
human dignity.
This is evident in their direct par-

ticipation in numerous national
organizations and their financial
contributions to programs oriented
to handle problem areas such as civil
rights, poor housing and inadequate
education of our youth.
Fraternities and sororities are often
thought to encourage friendship,
community service and be social outlets for their members. Another critical element of Alpha Phi Alpha's
focus is to provide education to the
black students at the University.
"We give black people an outlet on
campus." said Michael Drane, vice
president of Alpha Phi Alpha. "We

are In a unique position where we are
able to focus on the black population
and plan social activities and educational activities that some blacks may
feel are missing from the campus."
Some of the educational activities
the fraternity sponsors at the
University include sexual abuse
awareness seminars and financial
planning workshops. Alpha Phi
Alpha also participates in several
community service activities and
invites the public to attend.
The Fraternity's national programs
date back to 1919. when Alpha Phi
Alpha Introduced its "Co-to-High

School, Go-to-College" campaign to
increase the education level of the
African American community. Alpha
Phi Alpha later took the lead In the
voting rights struggle for African
Americans and coined the nationally
famous phrase: "A Voteless People is
a Hopeless People" as part of its effort
to register black voters. The slogan
remains the battle cry today for
Alpha voter registration efforts.
The University chapter often collaborates with the Toledo-area gradu
See ALPHA, PageS
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Leaders unite at
U. conference
Leadership Academy develops strong leaders
ByNikiSaire
Assistant Edi'-.r
Leadership Academy is a one day
conference where student leaders
can come together from various
campuses in order to develop their
leadership skills. This year's confer
ence will take place on Feb. 17 from
9 am to 4:15pm in Olscamp Hall.
In the past, Leadership Academy
and the Student Leadership
Summit, hosted by the Office of
Campus Involvement, were held
within a few weeks of each other.
Students would attend both in
order to get all of the sessions
offered in each. This year, the
Office of Campus Involvement, the
Office of Residence Life and Greek
Affairs decided to combine the two
conferences into one.
"We saw a value in getting students together for one program."
explained Melissa Liptak, graduate

ALPHA
Continued Iran Page 5
ate chapter to ensure that it's
national goals and agenda are met.
The "Go to School. Go to College'
Program and Project Alpha, a mentorship program where Alphas team
up with Junior-high school students,
are both carried out through the
Toledo chapter.
"In any fraternity, graduate chapters are where the bulk of the things
get done," Drane said. "They usually
have more resources available to
them than the undergraduate members "
Members are not recruited the traditional way for membership In
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Interested young men are encouraged to step up and take a proactive
role Instead of holding formal rushes or prospective informational meetings. Alphas recruit their members
through their actions, according to
Drane.
"Most men are attracted to our
leadership on campus," says Drane.
Drane believes that some people
are strongly encouraged by their sur■..::.....

assistant for student organization but also when you start looking for
services, and member of the jobs."
Students attending can choose
Leadership Academy planning
committee.
from personal, organizational, and
The theme of Leadership community leadership sessions.
Academy is "Building Leaders: Along with the sessions, there will
Tools for Success." There will be a be a keynote speaker who will prevariety of sessions including pro- sent during lunch.
Jennifer Jones Hall, assistant
grams designed specifically for
Greeks, students of color, resident dean of students for Greek life and
advisors, student government rep- volunteer programs at Valparaiso
resentatives
and
women. University in Indiana, will be the
Leadership Academy, which was keynote speaker. She is also the
historically a Greek focused confer- president of the Association of
ence, is now broadening its content Fraternity Advisors Foundation.
since the merger with the Student
"Leadership Academy really provides a unique experience, not only
Leadership Summit.
"Having so many different stu- for students who currently hold a
dents provides an opportunity for leadership position, but students
students who would not normally who may hold leadership positions
work together to share ideas and in the future as well," commented
have fun," xxx Foriska, planning Foriska. "Throughout the day, stucommittee member, said. "We feel dents will learn new skills for leadthat leadership skills are tools for ership as well as brush up on cursuccess. Leadership skills are what rent methods that may be working
people look for not only on campus well or not working at all."
roundings, and that encouragement
would naturally lead certain men to
pursue membership, and eventually
leadership.
The majority of Alphas on campus
hold leadership positions In other
campus organizations. Drane himself
is president of the campus chapter of
NAACP and vice president of Dry
Dock. The president of Dry Dock,
vice president and treasurer of the
Black Student Union, treasurer and
chaplain of the University Gospel
Choir, and chairman of the
Springfest committee are all active
members of the fraternity.
It may seem that leadership is a
requirement for membership, but
president Ian Little said that there are
no specific leadership requirements
prior to seeking membership In the
fraternity.
"Everyone has something that he
can bring to the organization," Little
said.
Although there Is no formal
recruitment process, there are characteristics that Alphas Identify as
being favorable for membership.
Drane said a man seeking membership In the fraternity should be a
gentleman and a scholar and exem-

plify these characteristics every
day.'
Uttle believes that moral integrity Is also an important trait for
potential members to possess.
There are several tangible benefits
that members of Alpha Phi Alpha
receive during their undergraduate
years.
"It gives people a chance to do
things on campus," said Little. For
Little, becoming an Alpha has
helped to make him more outspoken and Involved on campus. He
also feels that the fraternity encouraged him to step up into leadership
roles.
"I'm involved In lots of things
now and I really get to go out and
do something." he said. "1 can see
the results of my work through the
fraternity."
Drane agreed that becoming an
Alpha has helped him shape his
roie on campus.
"IBeing a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha| has definitely given me a
boost," he said. "Now I have the
backbone and support that I needed to excel. Being an Alpha has
given me the platform to go Into
other positions In other organiza-
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Greek Info-Night
helps recruitment
By Cunila Salazar
Gavel Reporter
It's never too late to get a taste of
what Greek life is all about.
Wednesday, Jan. 16 presented students another chance to sink their
teeth into what Greek life has to
offer
Greek Info-Night was held in
the Bowen-Thompson Student
Union and attracted over 150 students interested in "going Greek."
All four Greek organizations, the
Panhellenic,
Interfraternal,
National Panhellenic Councils
and the Greek Independent Board,
were in attendance to promote
spring recruitment.
According to Erin Fox, marketing chair for Greek Affairs. Greek
Info-Night served as an excellent
source of information for students
wanting to learn more about the
Greek community. Conducted in
an informal setting, students
could choose any informational
table they wished to visit. They
were able to gather information to
help with their decision on
whether or not to participate in
Greek life.
A majority of the students in
attendance were those who
weren't ready to participate in formal recruitment during their first
semester of college. Greek InfoNight gave them the opportunity
to look into the possibility of participating in spring recruitment.

tlons. I feel that It's given me more
status so that I can be more Influential locally."
Members also receive a newsletter and are invited to attend the
regional and national annual conventions. Benefits of membership
continue after graduation.
"The networking done through
Alpha Is incredible." said Drane
Many members hold prominent
positions In their professions and
are able to assist fraternity brothers
in obtaining their future goals.
There is also the possibility of
moving up within the organization. Being an internationally recognized organization, there are
opportunities around the globe to
work for Alpha Phi Alpha.
"I hope to continue to move up
within Alpha," said Little. "I plan to
continue to work with the organi-

which began at the end of January.
"This night really got me excited about becoming a Greek member and going through spring
recruitment," freshman Rachel
McVey said. "The best thing about
informal recruitment is that you
can choose which chapter you
want to visit. I'm really glad that I
was given a chance attend Greek
Info-Night and see what all the
Greek organizations have to offer.
Greek life is a positive route I'd definitely like to travel throughout
my college career."
Like McVey, many students opt
not to participate in formal
recruitment during their first
semester in college.
"Once students realize that they
are ready both financially and
mentally for Greek life, open
recruitment gives students that
extra boost of support to find their
place in the Greek system and join
a Greek chapter that meets their
needs and exceeds their expectations." Fox explained.
Greek Info-Night also served as
a way to unite all four Greek organizations, according to Fox,
"As marketing chair, one of my
most important goals is planning
activities that unites all four councils. It is reassuring to see the
encouraging impact these councils
have on the University community when they gather in one place,
like Greek Info-Night." she said.

zation after 1 graduate. I'd like to
hold a national position one day."
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
has grown steadily In Influence
throughout the years Over 125.000
men have been Initiated into Alpha
since Its founding in 1906 It has
been Interracial since 1945. There
are now over 700 undergraduate
and graduate chapters of the fraternity, with chapters In the
Caribbean, Europe, Asia and Africa
The founders and early leaders of
the Fraternity worked to lay a solid
foundation for Alpha Phi Alpha's
principles of scholarship, fellowship, good character and the uplifting of humanity Past members set
a legacy of excellence and leadership for future members to follow.
The members of Alpha Phi Alpha at
the University are continuing to
follow In their footsteps.
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Bedra makes stops for lacrosse
Kappa Sigma also enjoys being involved in "just about everything"
ByPhflGreenberg
PR Director

"Sportos. motorheads, geeks,
sluts, pinheads, dweebies,
wonkers, richies, they all adore
him."
This may be how Matthew
Broderick's
character
is
described in the movie "Ferris
I Bueler's Day Off." but it is also
a fairly accurate description of
lacrosse team goalie and Kappa
i Sigma member, Aaron Bedra.
Bedra, who is a sophomore
at the University, enjoys being
involved in just about everything. Besides being the goalie
' for the University lacrosse
team.
Bedra also plays in a local
rock band The Boogang. He
also works at the Navy Bistro
restaurant
in
downtown
Toledo, practices martial arts
and hangs out with his Kappa
Sigma fraternity brothers.
Bedra says that he Is able to
balance all of these activities
by getting the most important
things done during the day.
"I set my priorities up for
each day. I try and get my
school work done in the after
noon." Bedra said. But, "I also
go out as much as possible to
reduce the stress."
Along with excelling in
sports, Bedra has impressed his

COOKS
Continued bom P^e 4
all the girls." said Self. "My girls.
for one. are always a good group."
! "We can count on them for
advice." said Taylor and Bruns.
"We're all friends."
Creek cooks are truly the eyes
and ears of a house. They know
what important events are happening within the University and
chapter. Self, even helps the Pi
Beta Phis prepare for special
events like Dance Marathon and
recruitment, while other cooks

teammates and friends with
his easy going personality and
constant good mood, sophomore and teammate, Josh
Rucci said.
"He's always joking around
and laughing." said Rucci. "It's
really hard to get him mad,
he's just really easy going."
Bedra's fraternity brothers
also said similar things about
his character off the field.
He elevates the mood in any
situation." said senior Kappa
Sigma member, Michael Perla.
"He's just a good kid to have
around."
Bedra attributes a lot of his
success, to being involved in
the Greek community. Besides
meeting a lot of new people.
Bedra said that he has also
gained a Jot through the different activities and functions his
fraternity has brought to him.
"I've made a lot of very good
friends, and had the chance to
participate in community
enhancing activities like going
to a nursing home and passing
out flowers and chocolates on
Valentines Day. I think it has
really helped me gain better
self-confidence," Bedra said.
. Though always in a good
mood off the field, when Bedra
is playing lacrosse, he can
quickly turn into a serious and
fierce competitor.

help
their
houses
with
Homecoming and parents weekend
Though being a cook for a
Greek house has its benefits, it can
also have some negative sides to
it. Fraternity and sorority houses
can get a little messy, especially
after the weekend.
"It's hard to keep the kitchen
clean with 40 guys in and out of it,
but wc cleaned it up within a
day," Craig Murray, Kappa Sigma
member, said.
Most cooks said that their chapters respect the kitchen and usually cleaned up after themselves.

"Bedra is one of the best
goalies in the league." Scott
Legan, senior co-captain and
president of the lacrosse team,
said. "He is a major defensive
factor for us."
"Bedra is great competitor
out there. I'm glad he's protecting our net," agreed Rucci.
With his busy schedule.
Bedra said he still looks forward to even more adventures
and challenges, both in sports
and in daily life.
"I love everything I do," he
said, as he rested his eyes on
his beat up goalie mask.
"I guess that's why I'm
always in a good mood ... You
might as well do what makes

you happy."

NickHurmTBrl.W/
SIGMA SAVES: Sigma Kappa Aaron Bedra ha* played lacrosse since high
school, and continues lo make saves as goalie for the University team.

Welcome Back!
Join The Newlove Family!
• Undergraduate Housing!
' Graduate b Professional Housing!
•No Parental Guarentee Needed!
'Professional Management Team!
'Pets Permitted in Some Rentals!
Stop by our office in Novemer for a copy of our 2002-2003
Housing Guide and we willl go through the brochure with you to
find you the ideal home!
NEWLOVE RENTALS

332 S. MAIN ST. (our only office)
352-5620
www.newloverealty/nrentals.com email:newlol@dacor.net
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Torrey works hard at home
By Meghan A. McVey
Gavel guest rapofttt
Being a college sludenl and Ixiing
Creek can fill up a person's * heduk
in a luirry. Whal if yoii were a gradtiate Student a member of the Creek
community, a leader, a mentor and a
University employee?
No, you wouldn't be superhuman,
you wmikl be Kristin Torrey. house
director for the Kap|» Ka|>pa Gamma
sororits
Torrey lias a long list of academic.
Creek and leadership accomplish
ments. hut those who know her can
tell you that none of these are as
important to her as her students
Torrey, a graduate of Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo.
Ml. is in lx?r second year of graduate
work at the University. At WMU.
Torrey was a member of the Delta
Gamma sorority.
Creek life has so many wonck'rful
aspects- leadership, sisterhood or
brotherlxKxi. time management—
and ttiose are just a few," Torrey said.
As a member of Delta Gamma,
Torrey was the vice president of
recruitment and vice president of
education and administration for tire
Panhellenic Council, while also double majoring in marketing and organizational communication. She is
currently pursuing her master's
degree in college student personnel.
Torrey started her first year at the
University as the house director for
the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity. She
admits that fraternity and sorority life
is 11 lite different.
"The needs and expectations from
the students are completely different." she explained
Part of her job is to provide assistance to the students living in the
liouse, be it academic, personal or
professional. The biggest difference
between assisting males and females?
"The guys really liked being able to
talk to me about their personal issues
because I could give them a woman's
perspective on their situations,"
Torrey said. "The girls, however,
already have 40 other women that
they can talk to about their personal
issues—but they also know that 1 am

always available to lend an extra ear'
Another minor difference that she
encountered when she moved from
the fraternity to tire sorority was the
atmosphere itself
"It's funny, the first month or so
that I was living in the Kap|>a [Kappa
Gamma] house, I kept hearing the
most awful noise a very loud
pitched screeching noise," Torrey
said There were several times where
I just kept lunging my head against
the wall selling'Chic's!'over and over
again it was so different from the
loss voices and loud music that I was
used to hearing in the Phi [Kappa]
Tau house that it caught me off guard
for awhile."
Torrey feels that by working with
lioth male and female students, she
has gained a variety of valuable job
experiences. From pranks to latenight girl talk, Torrey has had her fill
of excitement while serving as a
house director.
House directors are not automatically given positions upon accep
tance to the master's program
Graduate students must complete an
assisffintship in order to be fully
admitted to the program. Greek unit
house directors go through an extensive interview prtx ess that Torrey says
is similar to the formal Panhellenic
recniitment process.
"The interview process is very
long." she said. There are several
rounds of interviews with stall and
Greek memlxMN Koth the Greek orga
ni/ations and the applicants go
through an elimination process this
allows the applicants and the organizations to select each other, which
works out really well."
After a graduate student accepts a
position as house director for a Greek
unit, they are expected to do more
than just interact with students
Being a house director is equivalent to
having a fulltime job—a job that
Torrey takes very seriously. She is a
student as well as being on call 24
licit us a day for the girls in the house.
This sometimes means that her
school work has to take the back seat.
"It can be difficult for me to
remember that I'm a student too."
Torrey said. "When you take a job as
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OUTSTANDING WORK: Kristin Torrey. house director for Kappa Kappa Gamma and graduate .student, is on-call
24 hours a day. Torrey literally lives and breathes her work, and loves every minute of it.
a house director, you have to decide
what will IK your first priority
school or your students. For me, it's
my students, but that is an individual
choice that all of die Irousc directors
have to make."
Torrey has an "open door" policy,
which allows her students to have her
available as a resource all day. every
day.
"Students will always come first
with me. even if it's midnight and I
am on page two of a 15-page paper
that's due the next morning. My
work will just have to wait —that's my
job," Torrey said.
Even though being a house director is a lot of work arid can be stressful at times. Torrey made sure to point
out its positive aspects.
"I just want to make a difference for

my students," she said. "Colk'ge can
be a difficult experience sometimes
and I want to be able to help students
the way that others have helped me.
The best reward is hearing thank
you' from your students. There is
truly nothing better."
Among other things, whose who
know Torrey well will tell you she is a
dedicated, driven and extremely
funny person who loves life and can
make the darkest moments brighter
for those around her. More importantly, she is a lot like the students she
deals with on a dairy basis, which
may be what makes her so good at
what she does.
Torrey has gained the respect of
many individuals on campus and her
students will tell you that she is
deserving of every bit. Katie Kiefer.

who has ljved in the Kap|>a Kappa
Gamma house for three semesters,
said. 'Kristin is amazing. Any of the
girls in the house will tell you Oiat she
has been an outstanding house direr
tor and we all feel so lucky to have

her."
What will Torrey miss the most
about the University when she graduates? Her students, of course.
"I have had the chance to meet
and work with some of the most
amazing students over the past two
years," Torrey said. "When you're a
house director, every day is something new. Every day I am reminded
of why I love what I do so much. I
am really going to miss interacting
with the students here when I leave
in May."
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